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Helen Jepson to 
Sing on Artist 
Series Nov. 29
Amparo Iturbi, Pianist, 
Will Appear Here 
Oct. 26
First All - College 
Dance Will Feature 
Wally Miller Oct. I
Five concerts, featuring four out­
standing soloists and two ensemble 
organizations, have been sched­
uled for the current Community 
Artist Series, according to Dean 
Carl J. Waterman of the Lawrence 
Conservatory of Music. Admission 
to these concerts are included in 
the Student Activities fee.
The opening concert will be giv­
en by Amparo Iturbi, the Spamrt. pi­
anist, on Wednesday evening, Oc­
tober 26. Miss Iturbi is the sister 
of the famous Jose Iturbi, conduc- 
tor-pianist, who appeared here sev­
eral years ago and won immediate 
favor with his audience. Although 
she bears his name, Amparo Iturbi 
is an artist in her own right and 
has established herself both in ra­
dio and concert performances dur­
ing the short time she has been in 
America. Appearances with the 
New York Philharmpnic orchestra 
and the Philadelphia Symphony or­
chestra have added to the warm 
welcome America has extended her 
and are a sincere tribute to her 
ability as a pianist.
Member of Metropolitan Opera 
Helen Jepson, striking young 
American soprano of screen, radio, 
opera and conccrt stage, will sing 
here on November 29. Miss Jep- 
aon's rise to prominence during the 
past few years has made her name 
favorably known throughout the 
entire nation. Although she is a 
member of the Metropolitan opera 
cast, she has also won the plaudits' 
of Chicago critics for triumphs 
scored there last season with the 
Chicago City Opera company. Ed­
ward Barry, critic for the Chicago 
Daily Tribune, wrote of her per­
formance in “La Traviata”, "Helen 
Jepson effervesced last evening in 
the role of Violetta. This vital so­
prano can even weep brilliantly. 
There is a fine rhythm iu her mis­
ery which carries the performance 
safely over the most dangerous 
static spots And the splendid, hon­
ey colored voice fits Itself brilliant­
ly to the long curves of the music. 
Miss Jepson’s phrasing has vigor 
and movement even in those color­
atura passages where lesser singers 
are content to calculate problems of 
pitch and breath exclusively.”
The third number of the series 
will be presented by Marcel Hu­
bert, the French ’cellist, who at the 
age of eleven made his first con­
cert tour of France, and at thirteen 
won the coveted First Prize at the 
Paris Conservatoire. Success came 
immediately to the youth. He was 
summoned to play for the president 
of the French Republic, Poincare, 
and for the President of Brazil. 
During the war he gave eighteen 
concerts lor the soldier« and was 
soloist at the great Fete at the Sor- 
bonne for Marshall Foch.
Coast to Coast Appearances 
Marcel Hubert's introduction to 
the transatlantic countries was on a 
tour of the principal Canadian 
cities. Then came his debut in the
Swing will reign at Alexander 
gymnasium on Saturday night, Oc­
tober 1. Wally Miller and his elev­
en-piece band will be there to 
help Lawrentiafis welcome the 
opening of the college season. This 
band was formerly headed by 
“Red” Roberts and recently com­
pleted a successful summer en­
gagement at Lake Lawn, Delavan, 
Wis.
Entrance to this “jam session” 
will be by the Social Activities 
tickets which will be distributed to 
those men who have pa:d their ac­
tivities fee. Those girls who find 
their dancing partners outside the j 
lofty portals of Lawrence will have 
to secure special permission from 
social chairman. Bob Stocker.
“Jam” and “jive" will be the or­
der of the night, and lovely Mable 
Drake will be or: hand to add a fin­
ishing touch to the vocals.
College Receives 
Seven Pictures 
From Collection
Rcccirrs Degree
College Appoints 
Dorm Counselors
Student« are Responsible 
• For Affair» in Own 
Dormitories
Counselors for the three college 
dormitories were appointed during 
the summer months by the Admin- 
tration. These students will be re­
sponsible for affairs in the dormi­
tories to which they are appoint­
ed.
Those appointed to serve at Orms- 
by hall are Esther Fritz, (trace 
Strong. Ruth Ragland, Elizabeth 
Holt, Helen Pedley, Muriel Engel- 
land, Beth Arveson, Jane Houts. and 
Anna May Savidis.
Counselors in Peabody hali are 
Dorothy Martin, Marion Richardson, 
Miriam Lee Porter, Gladys Dett- 
man. Betty Morrison. Betty Krell, 
and Katherine Kendrick.
John Hastings has been appointed 
to serve as head counselor at Bro- 
kaw hall. Assisting him will be1 
Woodrow Ohlson, Melvin Heinke, 
Robert Everett, Raymond Chad­
wick, Malcolm Peterson, Robert 
Noonan, and Art Kaemmer.
Beside their regular jobs as "cus­
todians of the peace” these groups 
will be in charge of the various 
athletic and social programs in the 
halls. Plans for these are alreadv be­
ing set up.
Turn to Page 2
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Saturday, Sept. 24—Football, 
Northwestern college, here.
Saturday, Oct. 1—Football, Coe 
college, here.
First All-College Dance, Alex­
ander gym.
Saturday, Oct. 8 — Football, 
Carleton college, there.
Sigma Phi Epsilon Pledge 
party.
Saturday, Oct. 15 — Football, 
Monmouth college, here.
Saturday, Oct. 22 — Football 
homeromiivs, Carroll college, 
here.
Wednesday, Oct. 26—First Art­
ist Series, Memorial Chapel, 
Amparo Iturbi, pianist.
Saturday, Oct. 2C---Football,
Ripon college, there.
Saturday, Nov. 5—Football. Be­
loit college, there.
Alden F. Megrew, instructor in 
art history and appreciation, spent 
the summer at Harvard university 
where he completed work on his 
master's degree.
Trustees for Ryerson Col­
lection Select Law­
rence at Recipient
Lawrence college has been fur­
ther aided in its plan of bringing 
fine art to its students and the com­
munity by the gift of several pic­
tures from the personal collection 
of Mr. and Mrs. Martin A. Ryerson 
it was announced at the matricula­
tion day exercises by President 
Thomas N. Barrows. Mr. Ryer- 
son, honorary president of the 
Art Institute of Chicago until ! 
his death in 1932, and Mrs. Ryerson j 
assembled their valuable collection 
from all parts of the world and 
having no children, left the bulk of 
their fortunes and of their art ob­
jects to three Ciiicago institutions 
with whom they had been closely 
associated; namely, the University 
of Chicago, the Art institute, and 
the Field museum. Mr Ryerson was 
president of the board of trustees [ 
of the university for 30 years and 
first vice president of the Field mu- ! 
seum for 38 years. Philanthropic 
and interested in education the cou- j 
pie became perhaps the greatest 
bcncfactors of the institute.
Provision in Will
Mrs. Ryerson, the survivor, came 
to realize that many of the items 
which she and her husband had 
collected might duplicate similar, 
or almost similar, items already 
held by these institutions. There­
fore. in a will drawn up not many 
weeks before her death, she put in 
an unusual provision, calling for 
the trustees of the estate to distri­
bute the paintings, water colors, 
etchings, and other objects to such 
institutions as they might select. 
The trustees, convinced that she 
wanted these prized objects placed 
where they would be most cherish­
ed, and where they would afford 
the greatest pleasure to persons 
r .pable of enjoying the sight of 
them, have selected Lawrence col­
lege as such an institution.
Seven Pictures
The seven pictures in the gift 
have been added to the collection 
of the college. They are three 
paintings, “In the Garden,” by W. 
P. Henderson; “Quays of Paris,” by 
S. Lepine, and “Landscape,” by 
Mozzanovitch; a pastel, “Woman 
Singing,” by T. W. Dewing; and 
three water colors, "Lac d’Annecy, 
Sallanches,” by P. Signac, and 
“Houses” by M. de Vlaminck.
In accepting the gift President 
Barrows acknowledged the honor 
done the College by the trustees in 
selecting Lawrence as an institution
Lawrence Confers 
Honorary Degree 
Upon Miss Morgan
Lee C. Rasey Delivers 
Matriculation Address 
In Convocation
MISS CARRIE E. MORGAN
Turn to Page 2
Barrows, Mayor Welcome 
Freshmen to Lawrence
More than 275 enthusiastic ^aw- 
rence college freshmen, and trans­
fer students were welcomed by 
President Thomas N. Barrows and 
Mayor John Goodland. Jr. at con­
vocation night in Memorial <rhap- 
el, at the beginning of Freshman 
week.
Mayor Goodland poured out Ap­
pleton's hospitality to the new stu­
dents. It was the first time a may­
or of Appleton, and probably of any 
other city in which a college 'S lo­
cated, took part in a purely college 
function to extend the city's wel­
come to new students.
The freshmen came from far and 
wide, one from the Hawaiian Is­
lands, heard the mayor’s welcome, 
listened to some good advice from 
President Barrows, applauded the 
entertainers, and learned and sang 
some good old college songs them­
selves.
Mayor Goodland Speaks
Mayor Goodland told freshmen 
that Appleton and Lawrence college 
“have grown up together, have 
shared each other's troubles and tri­
umphs and rejoiced in each other’s 
achievements.”
“For the next four years you will 
make your home in this city, and 
I sinccrely invite you to make vour-
selves a part of this community," 
the mayor said. “You will find our 
people cultured, friendly, hospitable, 
eager and ready to be your friends. 
We arc happy to have you here and 
hope that you will like us as much 
as we like you.”
President Barrows brought a mes­
sage of friendly advice and wel­
come. He told them they *ould 
have to work hard or admit failure, 
that education can't be obtained by 
loafing four years but that the col­
lege offers a splendid opportunity 
to attain an education.
What Education Is 
“Some of you came here to learn 
how to make a living, others to find 
a husband, some to play football 
and then again. . . , maybe some 
o' you saw a movie about college 
life and thought it would be fun,’ 
he said.
“Education is the process by 
which we develop our powers to the 
fullest extent. It is the maturation 
of personality, the attainment of 
adulthood. College does not guaran­
tee an education, but it is the eas­
iest and surest way to gain that end 
“We have set up a series of sit­
uations giving you a chance to learn
Turn to Page 2
Denominational 
Groups Combine
New Religious Organiza­
tion Named ‘Univer­
sity of Life*
Among other innovations 1o be 
tried this year at Lawrence i j  the 
University of Life. On Sunday Oc­
tober 2, the first meeting will be 
held at the First Methodist church 
All freshmen, upperclassmen, and 
faculty members are welcome and 
invited.
Realizing last year the ineffec­
tiveness of the small denomination­
al groups which then existed around 
the campus, a group of interested 
students worked out the new plan. 
With it they hope to create a new 
and larger organization which will 
have an audible voice in campus po­
licies and also, primarily in fact, be 
attractive to the student body.
With the thought in mind that 
many students newly arrived at col­
lege are wont to throw aside their 
religious contacts the University of 
Life has been planned with con­
structive discussion groups on those 
subjects which the student will find 
pertinent to his life at college and 
afterward. Included in these groups 
are; “How to be a good Atheist.” 
"Why must men suffer?” "How can 
we solve our crime problem?” “Is 
mass murder necessary?” ‘ The 
marks of an educated person,” “Col­
legiate Sex Problems,” “How do we 
know which is the right church,” 
etc.
Each student has received or can 
obtain a blank indicating his or her 
desire to join this group. Return the 
blanks to the library desk (als^ eet 
one there if you haven't one now) 
checking on it your particular in­
terest group. Do this immediately so 
the program may be definitely lined 
up.
Positions are Open 
On Yearbook Staffs
Ruthellen Pelton, new editor of 
the Ariel, Lawrence college year 
book, has issued a call for students 
interested in working on the 1939 
edition. Miss Pelton would like to 
see anyone who is interested, re­
gardless of experience, in the near 
future in order that she may soon 
launch the work for the current is­
sue.
Bob Stocker. Ariel business man­
ager, also is asking for help in 
managing the financial affairs of 
the publication.
Trcver Continues Work 
On History Textbook
Albert A. Trever, professor jt an­
cient and European history, spent 
the summer at his home working on 
the second volume of his book, “The 
History of Ancient Civilization.” 
Volume I, which was published in 
1936, will be followed by a ?econd 
volume to be published in time for 
use during the second semester.
Miss Carrie E. Morgan, adminis­
trative official in th? Appleton 
Public school system for 44 years 
prior to her resignatio l last spring, 
received an honorary master of 
arts degree from Lawrence college 
during matriculation ^ay exercises 
at Lawrence Memorial chapel Wed­
nesday morning.
Lee C. Rascy, Wauwatosa, grad­
uate of Lawrence college and form­
er principal of Appleton high 
school, advocated education for 
work rather than the piescnt trend 
of education for licsurc in his ma­
triculation address. He asserted 
most people “get more happiness 
from their work than their leisure 
and learn to like th*:Ir work by 
working.”
Barrows Confers Degree 
In conferring the degree upon 
Miss Morgan. T. N. Barrows, presi­
dent of the College stated:
"You have devoted nn active life 
to the service of this community, 
to the high ideals of progressive 
education and to the improvement 
of the opportunities for youth. You 
are beloved by students, teachers 
and parents. We are delighted to 
recognize your unself'sh devotion.” 
Miss Morgan was named super­
intendent of schools in 1884 and 
served until 1924 when she became 
assistant superintendent of schools. 
She was secretary of the board of 
education for 44 years Miss Mor­
gan directed much of her effort to­
ward the cause of the handicapped 
child.
Praises Miss Morgan
Mr. Rascy. who graduated from 
Lawrence in 1912, servio as an of­
ficer of the alumni association, a 
member of the faculty and as a 
trustee for six years said Miss 
Morgan’s influence touched the 
lives of more people than that of 
any other person who had ever 
resided in Appleton. He praised 
her kind, wholesome a;id construc­
tive attitude in the realm of educa­
tion,
That Lawrence had gained a 
larger place in the community of 
American education «nd a more 
secure footing in Appleton were 
two major changes observed by 
Mr. Rascy in his 29-yeoi connection 
with the institution.
Standards Are High 
"Lawrence used to be just an­
other college but now its high 
standards are on a par with prac­
tically any school in the country,” 
he asserted. "Dr. Plantz laid a good 
foundation for the superstructure 
which was to be built hy an ener­
getic faculty, the uncompromising 
leadership of Dr. W rr ’on and the 
influence and efforts of trustees.
"Appleton is an ideal environ­
ment for the College and I believe 
the College is appreciating the city 
more and more. On the other hand, 
I have noted an increased respect 
and admiration on the part of the 
city for the College during the last 
two years and the townspeople are 
recognizing the school as an asset 
more everyday.”
In preparing for life work, Mr. 
Rasey declared It was necessary to 
strive for exactness in thinking, a 
scientific approach to a new prob­
lem and a broad historical back­
ground.
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Sig Eps Again 
Lead Fraternity 
Scholarship Race
Alpha Delta Pi Take« First 
Position A m o n g  
Sororities
Repeating for the twelfth consec­
utive year, Sigma Phi Epsiloa led 
the other fraternities in grade av­
erages for the last year and for the
last semester. Alpha Delta Pi rank­
ed first among the campus soror­
ities.
Beta Theta Pi took second place 
away from Delta Tau Delta in the 
fraternity race, while Kappa A l­
pha Theta slipped from first last 
year to second in the sorority side 
of the ledger.
The girls, whether sorority or 
non-sorority, led the men in the av- 
rrages, while the sorority groups led 
the non-sorority in yearly averages
Graduate students had the high­
est average of any group, whi!e the 
special students were second.
Averages for the second semester 
and the year are as follows: 
Fraternity: 2nd sem. Vear
Sigma Phi Epsilon 1 749 1.747 
»eta Theta Pi 1.544 1.650
Phi Kappa Tau 1.487 1 509
Delta Tau Delta 1 408 1.472
Phi Delta Theta 1485 I 487
Delta Sigma Tau 1 341 1 358
Sorority:
Alpha Delta Pi 1 854 1012
Kappa Alpha Theta 1 799 1 858 
Alpha Chi Omega 1879 1.775 
Delta Gamma 1688 1.788
O ta  Tuu Alpha 1.715 1884
Kappa Delta 1.417 1.344
Other G rtap :
Conservatory 1 786 1.767
Special 1852 / 045
Graduate 2 267 2 448
Non Fraternity 1 360 1 324
Non Sorority 1.711 1.767
Lawrentians  
Attend Church 
Session Here
Elm shaded walks of Lawrence 
again resounded with the scnolar- 
ly tread as Methodist ministers from 
the Wisconsin and East Wisconsin 
conferences gathered at the Col­
lege July 18 to 23 to rest beside the 
still waters of the Fox and lie down 
ii* the green grass of the campus 
to ponder new theological problems. 
Chief among the “shepherds" who 
gave daily lectures and led im­
promptu discussions were Dr A l­
bert Knudson, dean of the school of 
theological, Boston university, and 
Dr. Eliner Leslie from the same in­
stitution. This Graduate and Under­
graduate School is conducted ay the 
joint Board of Methodist Minis­
terial Training to raise the intel­
lectual standards of the clergy 
There were men on all flows in 
Peabody hall since it served as the 
dormitory. Chapel and classes were 
held in Main hall. To combat the 
mid-summer heat, Peabody hallway 
had a bar-effect at which iced wa­
ter flowed freely. At the tap was 
Mrs. Helterhof who acted as house 
mother.
Among tho6e who had the high 
privelege of gazing out from the 
secluded shelter of Peabody upon 
the library windows were former 
Lawrentian Arnold Boucher, now a 
student at Garett Biblical institute, 
Chicago; Wesley Perschbacker who 
has charge of a church at Angelica, 
and Charles Koerble who takes 
care of Suamico and Mill Center 
churches. Says Pastor Koerble. 
"Mingled with pleasant dreams was 
a feminine fragrance from nighly 
seasoned wooden dresser drawers 
sweet essence of a perfume coun­
ter in the Five and Ten.
Lawrence Librarian
Advises New Students
A Message to all Freshmen from
the Libarian.
Now that you are at college why 
not get acquainted with the li­
brary and its services at once? The 
librarian and her staff welcome you 
most heartily. You will save time 
now and for the coming months if 
you learn to know the library as 
soon as possible. You are invited to 
use the entire facilities of the li­
brary. There is the advisory ser­
vice in the Reference room where 
you will find periodicals, reference 
material, vertical file material, and 
government documents. The circu­
lation department will assist you in 
helping to find books in the stacks. 
The card catalogue gives you a 
complete index to all the books in 
the library.
The rental shelf in the circulation 
room contains a selected group of 
light fiction, non-fiction. biogri»phy, 
poetry, and drama. The rates for 
borrowing rental books are 2 cents 
a day for the first week and then 
five cents a day after the first 
week.
Reserve books (those not on the 
open shelves) may be borrowed for 
over night use at 9 p. m. from Mon­
day through Friday and returned 
at 8 a. m. the following morning. On 
Saturday reserve books may go out 
at 4 p. m. and returned Monday 
morning at 8 a. m. Students not 
returning a reserve book at 8 
o’clock will be fined 25 cents for the 
first hour and 5c per hour after­
ward until the book is returned.
Any student who wishes to do 
reading along special subjects will 
find plenty of reading lists and bi­
bliographies in the library.
The rules are very few in the tise 
of the library. Books are borrow­
ed for two weeks with the privilege 
of renewal. Fines are unpopular 
with all of us but are necessary in 
a college as large as Lawrence. If 
a book is overdue and the fine is 
paid when it is returned, the charge 
to the student will be one-half the 
amount of the fine. If the student 
does not pay for it when it is re­
turned, the fine is two cents a day. 
For example, if a book is three days 
ov«r due the fine will be three cents 
If paid for when returned. If not 
paid for when the book is returned, 
the fine will be six cents.
A college library has been term­
ed many times the heart of a col­
lege. Every student on this cam­
pus can help to make our library 
the heart of Lawrence college.
THE LIBRARY STAFF
Composer Aryan,
.So *Lambeth Walk' 
Dance is Approved
Germans who want to dance the 
“lambeth walk,*’ the London cock­
ney dance that has come Into pop­
ularity, may now strut the floor, 
slap their knees and shout “oi,” in 
approved cockney manner without 
incurring the displeasure of their 
authorities.
In common with their fellows 
elsewhere, German dancers had en­
joyed the cheery good humor of the 
“lambeth walk," but had been 
obliged to execute it surreptitious­
ly, until it was established that 
Noel Gay, composer of a song that 
is one of the dance’s most charac­
teristic features, had been certified 
pure “Aryan.”
The German branch of the Lon­
don firm holding the copyright re­
ported a demand for the “lambeth
Barrows Warns Against Losing Sight 
Of Liberty in Quest for Security
“Economic security must not be 
the only goal of the American citi­
zen for with every step toward se­
curity one loses some element of 
liberty,” Thomas N. Barrows, pres­
ident of Lawrence college, told 
Group 3 members of the Wiscon­
sin Bankers’ association at their
Jepson to Appear 
At Artist Series
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1
United States, which took place at 
Town hall, New York. This was the 
forerunner of his impressive Amer­
ican career. Since his initial ap­
pearance, Marcel Hubert has play­
ed in almost every state in the 
Union, in Canada, and in Havana. 
His coast to coast tours have in ­
cluded recitals and appearances 
with orchestras in New York, Chi­
cago, Philadelphia, Washington, 
Detroit, Pittsburgh, Baltimore, At­
lanta, New Orleans, Toronto, Mon­
treal, and other key cities of the 
United States and Canada.
The annual appearance of the 
Lawrence A Cappella choir, direct­
ed by Dean Carl J. Waterman, will 
be given on February 16. This ever 
popular group will be heard in 
groups of unaccompanied and ac­
companied songs, ranging from the 
sublime ecclesiastical motets of 
early church composers to the 
highly colorful arrangements of 
folk songs and operatic excerpts 
which have won them the warmest 
praise from crilics in Chicago and 
Milwaukee, as well as many other 
Wisconsin cities where they have 
appeared in concert. The Chicago 
Daily News said of their last sea­
son's concert at the Goodman the­
atre, “Their singing is warm, vital, 
and expressive. The wonderful 
thing that Mr. Waterman has done, 
however, the thing that places his 
choir ahead of any other Chicago 
knows, is to develop that tone qual­
ity and blend it with a consum­
mate and unequaled cunning.” 
’Second Melchior*
Edward Dudley, young American 
tenor, who has been acclaimed as 
a “second Melchoir”, w ill be the 
featured soloist on the program 
given by the Lawrence Symphony 
orchestra under the direction of 
Percy Fullinwider, professor of vio­
lin. Praised and acclaimed by crit­
ics and audiences alike, Edward 
Dudley Is recognized as one of the 
outstanding stellar attractions of 
today’s musical world. With equal 
sureness, clarity, and color his 
rich, robust tenor flows tbrouph 
the media of opera, concert, and or- 
atoria. This concert has been ar­
ranged for Wednesday, March 8.
thirty-fifth annual meeting at Con­
way hotel Monday.
Emphasis has been placed on ec­
onomic security and it has become 
a decisive factor in social life dur­
ing the last few years, Mr. Barrows 
said. It has become a common goal 
for all but we must not lose sight of 
our freedom, he continued.
“Economic security can be had in 
Russia, Japan, Italy and Germany 
but it comes at too high a price in 
dictator states,” the speaker declar­
ed. “It is possible to have security 
without giving up our birthright if 
we see liberty as a means of es- 
curity.
“Happiness is the end of n’i ef­
forts and the essence of happiness 
is the experience of growth, a trans­
ition from a lower to a higher state 
of perfection. Happiness is getting 
and dynamic while contentment is 
having and static," he philosophized.
Democracy will not be safe when 
th^re is a chicken in every pot and 
a car in every garage. A higher 
standard of living won’t safeguard 
our rights, he declared. “It is ihe 
love of liberty which must be strong 
enough to withstand propaganda 
which will make for economic se­
curity,” Mr. Barrows concluded.
Lawrence Receives 
7 Pictures From 
Private Collection
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worthy of receiving these fine 
works of art. Lawrence has been 
extremely active in bringing art to 
its students directly, having origi­
nated the picture rental service 
which enables students to live with 
fine paintings and etchings and 
reproductions throughout the school 
year with a very small chargc. The 
College also brings outstanding ex-
Barrows, Mayor Welcome 
Freshmen to Lawrence
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1
under intelligent direction. If some 
oI you are not here next year, t will 
be a failure of character, a mat­
ter of not being able to apply vour- 
selves to hard work. Some of you 
have thought of college as a 4- 
year loaf, but it isn’t. . , . it s hard 
work . . . but it’s fun,” he said.
Advises Freshmen 
The president advised freshmen 
to plan a program and limit extra­
curricular activities. He told them 
not to over do and “to balance iheir 
time and energy.”
Milton Towner, director of ad­
missions, was the genial master of 
ceremonies who directed the infor­
mal program and who kept the ball 
of good-ifellowship rolling. Freshmen 
gathered early outside the chapel 
but seemed reluctant to enter until 
the last moment. However, the last 
bit of shyness receded when Mr. 
Towner began telling some of 'hose 
jokes.
Plays Musical Saw
George Nixon entertained with 
his musical saw and sang several 
songs accompanying himself nn the 
guitar. Mary May Crawford, W il­
mette, III., a freshman, played the 
accordion and Muriel Engelland, 
Blue Island, 111., a senior majoring 
in music, sang several solos.
Marshall Hulbert, secretary and 
voice instructor of the Lawrence 
Conservatory of Music, aided by a 
group of lusty voiced young men 
led the freshmen in several eollege 
songs.
For the first time in twenty years, 
L. C. Baker, professor of modern 
languages, spent his summer vaca­
tion in Appleton.
hibits to the campus from time to 
time.
The pictures contained in this re­
cent gift will be exhibited in the 
alcove of the College library during 
the next two weeks.
The ocean breezes on the Maine 
coast provided part of the setting 
for the work M. M. Bober, professor 
of economics, did on an article not 
yet ready for publication.
OVERSLEEP THIS MORNING?
MISS BREAKFAST?
Then Dash Down to
S N I D E R ’ S
Before or between classes
walk,” but the song could not be 
sold unless the composer signed the 
required declaration of his “Aryan'* 
ancestry.
F l o w e r s
FOR —
• Sorority Teas and Banquets
• Fraternity Formals
e And Other Important 
Campus Activities
Riverside Greenhouse
Phone 3012 128 N. Oneida St.
fT
NEAREST THE 
CAMPUS
COLLECT COMPLIMENTS with 
a sbirt that's handsome and different
Such a shirt is Arrow’s new Ardsley. Its smart, com­
fortable lower-ncckband sets perfectly on your neck... 
its non-wilt collar looks fresh all day . . .  its Mitoga 
cut eliminates bulging at the bosom. Sanforized- 
Shrunk . . . Come in for your Ardsley Shirts today.
$2 and up
BEHNKE’S CLOTHING
129 E. College Ave.
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Moses in the Bulrushes Proves More 
Truth Than Humor as Greeks Resume 
Furious Pace of Rushing Activities
THAT Moses in the bulrushes was a forerunner of the present situa­tion on the campus is beginning to be common knowledge, for there appears to be a certain proportion of bull in the current var­iety of rushes. Not that for a moment anyone entertains the idea that each freshman is not the social light he may profess to be, nor does any freshman suspect that every fraternal organization is not the very one 
for him, but we all have our moments of, well, exaggeration.
At any rate, each freshman is remembering his fond parents’ last ad­
monitions, and strives to be on his best behavior while upper classmen 
gird their social graces about them and attempt to connect names with 
faces before getting down to the real business of separating the sheep 
from the goats.
The neophytes have the best of 
the bargain: they are only in a 
quandry, while those more accus­
tomed to rushing are in a decided 
mess. Besides the more involved so­
cial type of rushing, they must rush 
everywhere in the commonplace 
business of getting settled and or­
ganized. taking only little time to 
be just too aecstatic over old 
friends.
But here we are to stay, or so we 
surmise, and when the smoke of 
battle has cleared away there will 
be more time to say hello, how are 
you, and I'm glad you're back.
Tea Plentiful on Sunday
The big “tea" day on Sunday.
September 18. was a wet, but ousy 
day for scores of freshman gills. In 
rotating groups they visited seven 
sororities in seven different locales 
in one afternoon.
The trad^ional rose tea of Zeta 
Tau Alpha was held at the home 
of Mrs. J. R. Whitman. Doris Boet­
tcher. alumnae rushing chairman, 
was in charge of the tea, and Mrs.
J. B Wagg poured. The rushees 
were presented with roses tied vith 
blue ribbon before going to the next 
tea.
Alpha Delta Pi sorority, under 
the leadership of co-rushing «hair- 
men. Mona Quell and Adine Clare, 
entertained the freshmen girU with 
a novel skit in imitation of the "Man 
on the Street” program. The .»vests 
were asked to give their impressions 
of campus life. The tea was held at 
the home of Mrs. Rufus Bagg Mrs 
H. C. Boon and Mrs. Heber Pel- 
key officiated at the tea 'able.
Booklets containing information 
about the sorority were given as fa­
vors.
Kite-shaped favors were given the 
guests of Kappa Alpha Thqta it  the 
home of Mrs. Charles Boyd Mrs.
George Banta, Jr. and Miss Jane 
Taylor poured. Catherine Ifelmer 
and Florette Zuehlke played the 
piano at times during the after-
on
noon.
A Tea-less Tea
Alpha Chi Omega was verv dar­
ing. serving a tea-less tea of ice­
cream. cookies, nuts and randy 
Dorothy Brown played the nano. 
Mrs. J. W. Robson was in charge of 
the arrangments. Traditional ijvors. 
Alpha Chi Omega sweetheart pen­
nants. of red felt with the sorority 
crest in green were given their 
guests.
Bronze, pink and blue, the soror- 
Ity colors of Delta Gamma, fit­
tingly decorated the tea-table it the 
home of Mrs. George Schmidt Co- 
chairmen of rushing. Rosemary 
Mull and Geraldine Schmidt, had 
invited Mrs. Frank Murphy and 
Mrs. Albert Wickesberg to pour.
Kappa Delta held their tea at the 
home of Mrs. George Wcttongel. 
Mrs. Thomas Flanagan and Mrs. 
Roy Hauert poured, and Mrs Eric 
Lindberg played the piano. Kappa 
Delta book-plates were given • s fa­
vors.
Sigma Alpha Iota entertained 
rushees at the studio of Dean Wa­
terman in the Conservatory of Mu­
sic. After a musical program, the 
guests left with tiny pan-pipes.
Carrying on after the prelini’nary 
teas, sorority girls entertained the 
freshmen and transfer girls at more 
elaborate parties. On Monday af­
ternoon three sororities carried out 
their plans for getting acquaT.ted 
with ncw-comers. Delta Gammas 
held forth at the Hearthstone, where 
the rushees viewed a style show in 
which six of the actives mn telod. 
Music and dramatic readings were 
also a part of the program.
At the Northern hotel rushers of 
Kappa Alpha Theta discovered that 
the circus had come to town. Nat 
• rally there was a fortune teier. a 
fat lady, and many ferocious ani­
mals. The guests left with mimat'ire 
animals as favors.
On Monday Professor Betty Mor 
fison taught rushees spelling and 
¿ringing at the Alpha Delta Pi
school, located at the Copper Ket­
tle. The “students" were given pen­
cil boxes and tablets and even 
provided with “between-r'ass” 
lunch boxes.
Revert to Kindergarten Da>s 
Three other sororities entertained 
on Tuesday afternoon. Alpha Chi’s 
took the first leg of their mythi­
cal journey at the Bon Voyag? par­
ty which was held at the Hearth­
stone. The guests embarked ne S. 
S. Lyrebird, received their pass­
ports, and proceeded to the ship’s 
deck where there was bowling, 
shuffle-board, and deck-tenms to 
be played. Elaine Buesing and 
Gladys Dettman used the dec» for 
their Popeye and Olive Oyl *.tunt.
The Zeta Tau Alphas converted 
the Copper Kettle into a typical 
classroom last Tuesday. Like good 
little girls, the rushees learned their 
singing, history, spelling, and zoo­
logy lessons, and were rewarded 
with pencil boxes.
Freshman girls are still plaving 
with the jacks they received at the 
Kappa Delta kindergarten paity at 
the Conway hotel, although «he K. 
D. primers have been neglected 
since classes began. The "chiUren" 
were entertained by tap-dancers.
Sigma Alpha Iota gave a progres­
sive dinner for its rushees on ~'ues- 
day night. Of the three courses, 
two were given at the homes of 
patronesses and alumnae, and th.' 
main course was held at the Can­
dle Glow tea room. A musical? fol­
lowed in which original composi­
tions were played by the compos­
ers.
Rushing did not slacken its pace 
Wednesday. In fact things 
were going at a good clip at the 
Kit-Kat klub at the Copper Kettle 
that night when the Kappa Alpha 
Theta's entertained 'heir guests 
with Katherine Helper’s torch 
songs, the famed bottle act. a style 
show, and other amusements. 
Carolyn Kemler was tne chairman 
of the Alpha Delta Pi style show 
held Wednesday evening at the 
Hearthstone. The climax of the 
evening came with the wedding 
procession and who would guess 
that the blushing bride was Mona 
Quell and the nervous bridegroom. 
Betty Morrison? With little ship 
favors to remember i». rushees of 
Delta Gamma returned from the 
shipboard party on Wednesday 
night. The Conway hotel lounge 
was beautifully decorated for the 
party, the arrangements- for which 
were made by Rosemary Mull and 
Geraldine Schmidt.
On Thursday, Sept. 22, a variety 
of parties was offered to the rush­
ees. The Kappa Delta Magic Hour 
was presented Thursday at the 
Hearthstone. A magician ’n every­
thing—hats, rabbits, fun! Zeta Tau 
Alpha staged a “Way Back Wnen" 
party at the Northern Hotel, vluriel 
Engelland acted as chairman At 
the Copper Kettle on Thursday 
night the S. S. Lyrebird, with its 
load of actives and rushees, stop-  ^
ped in Switzerland for a Tyrolean 
party, at which Annamae Savidis 
was at the helm. The Sigma Al­
pha Iota’s got “hayseedy" fo>- the 
moment at their barn par’v on 
Thursday, at the home of Mrs. E. 
D. Lindberg.
Final Parties Tonight
Tonight all of the sororities give 
their final parties in homes of alum­
nae or patronesses. Their plans in a 
sentence or two are these. Tltc A l­
pha Delta Pi’s will feature a gar­
den party in Neenah. Gold-diieers 
of the freshman class will ^ave 
their chance at the Zeta Tau Alpha 
treasure hunt.
Paris will be the next porto’-cnl! 
of the S. S. Lyrebird of Alpha Chi 
Omega. An old southern atmosphere 
will pervade the plantation dinner 
of Kappa Alpha Theta. The S.gmn 
Alpha Iota’s will hold their pre­
ferential banquet ahead of the other 
sororities on Friday evening fit the 
Valley Inn in Neenah. A Mexican 
fiesta is the theme of Delta Jam- 
ma’s party to be given at the nomo 
of Mrs. J. L. Sensenbrenner in 
Neenah. More evidence of the mo­
dern trend toward big skirts will be 
presented at the Colonial party fliv-
en on Friday evening by Kappa 
Delta at Mrs. E. D. Lindberg’s home 
in Appleton.
Fraternities Offer Wide Variety
Fraternity rushing Is a little less 
formal and a little more extended 
than sorority rushing, and the 
freshman fellows will all agree that 
there’s plenty to do and see wher­
ever they go.
Guests at the Delta Tau Delta 
house come for dinner parties and 
informal gatherings which feature 
chiefly Clark Nixon’s movies ct the 
chapter’s activities, Selden Spen­
cer’s reading of a humorous diary of 
past events, and the cutting-up of 
Edwin Jolley and Craig Hirs».. So­
cial chairman for the Delts is Joe 
Maertzweiler.
Dan Murphy, as rushing chairman 
for Beta Theta Pi, planned a tiack- 
meet which tests the skill ot the
rushees at whistling relays, and 
throwing blown-up papcr-bags. The 
guest with the broadest grin wins 
the broad-jump, and the ones who 
like marshmallows most win the 
hundred yard dash.
Phi Delta Theta, under the rush­
ing chairman and assistant, William 
Hatten and Paul Schmidt respec­
tively, has given buffet luncheons, 
movies of Bruce Purdy’s experienc­
es in a Canadian lumber camp, and 
offers the freshman men a chance to 
polish up on their bridge games.
Sigma Phi Epsilons run to indoor 
sports with parlor golf, card games, 
and ping pong. John Riesen, rush­
ing chairman, makes plans for these 
gatherings and for the frequent uin 
ner parties given at the house.
When the guests of Phi Kappa 
Tau gather for dinner they are cor 
dially welcomed by Edmund Marty, 
rushing chcairman, who later calls 
on Morgan Spangle to tell the quests 
his theory about life, and who re­
quests that Cecil Neubecker swing 
the scdatest pieces he knows, and 
Cecil can swing ’em.
The Delta Sigma Tau’s, ur.der 
the direction of Kenneth Sannes, 
rushing chairman, are entertaining 
t‘ e freshmen men at the house 
with smokers, dinners, and the 
like.
Literary Magazine 
Named ‘Contributor’
The Lawrence Literary magazine, 
founded last year by the Executive 
Committee will be named The Con­
tributor, according to Editor Joe 
Morton.
Mortion has called for contribu­
tions to the literary and art sections 
of the magazine, which is sched­
uled to appear in December and 
May. The art section will be -dited 
by June Selvy, Some material will 
also be derived from the English de­
partment.
Doan of Wo men Has Arm 
Broken in Car Accident
Miss Ruth Cope, dean of women, 
is back at Lawrence ready for the 
college year, but she’s not qu'te as 
fit as she might be. Her arm was 
b/oken at the shoulder in an au­
tomobile accident on Friday. Sep­
tember 2. near Champaign, 111.
Summer recess gave W. F. Raney, 
professor of English and European 
history, more time to work on his 
“History of Wisconsin.”
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THEY’RE
D O W N R IG H T  S M A R T !
STYLED FOR THE FELLOW THE 
OTHER FELLOWS FOLLOW
Shoes for young men —  who are style setters —  who wear today the things 
others will want to wear next year. Every style, from full-brogues with double 
thick soles to Norwegian front oxfords with kiltie tongues. It is Ferron's con- 
centiated efforts to give the men of Appleton the largest selection of fine 
footwear ever displayed in this community.
A Log-Roller style that can take 
it. In oiled veal and sport-bucfc 
— double leather sole at $6 5(1.
A crepe sole Log-Roller in 
DOUBLE STRENGTH in brown 
g ra in  at $5 00.
£ A J L X m l £
S O C I E T Y  B R A N im m if
Appleton's Largest Exclusive Mew's Shoe Dept. 
CARL F. DENZIN, Manager 
417 W. College Ave.
I
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The Old Grad
— Reprint from  Chicago T ribune.
Greeks Finally 
Give Freshmen 
A  Decent Break
FRESHMEN, it looks like yours will be the first yearling class to really get a 
half-way decent break in selecting a fra­
ternity. In previous years rushees were 
literally at sea for one hectic week, at the 
end of which they felt themselves almost 
morally obligated to make a choice, even 
though many were completely bewildered 
by the confusion. The fellow who was 
able to delve even a little deeper than 
the obvious and superficial aspects of each 
group could well consider himself unusual 
and fortunate.
But don’t let us give you the impres­
sion that it will all be a bed of roses this 
year either. Far from it. Despite the 
commendable modifications in the rushing 
rules which were adopted last year, it can­
not be questioned that there still exists 
an anomalous situation on the Lawrence 
campus. The entire rushing program will 
still be crammed into one extremely short 
period, and no infallible deity is going 
to make the proper choice for you. There 
will still be plenty of headaches and 
moans during the next few months as 
newly initiated pledges regretfully con­
clude that they were misled by outward 
appearances and joined up with the wrong 
group.
And so ufe urge you, who are probably 
already wondering what the score is, to 
stand back a moment and view the prob­
lem objectively. In a few days you will 
be called upon to make a final choice. 
Look through the newly issued Interfra­
ternity Handbook again. In it you will 
find indisputable facts, many of which 
aren't stressed by individual fraternities. 
You're the first to have the advantage of 
this information in such a form. Take 
each date seriously and make it enlight­
ening one.
Don't Be Misled 
By Appearances!
Again you’re fortunate, for you can’t 
be persuaded by some over-zealous rusher 
to forsake a date at another house and 
thus lose an opportunity to examine all. 
You’ve finished the round of compulsory 
dates, and now have a better idea of 
what each is and should be in a better po­
sition to judge intelligently.
Don’t be misled by appearance! Look 
at more than the number of Tommy Dor­
sey records, makes of cars, and the pres­
ence of countless alums brought in to 
swell numbers. Decide what you’re after 
at Lawrence and then ascertain which or­
ganization can give you the most of it. 
Find the one that measures up to your 
ideals, the one which has men you’ll be 
proud to call “brothers.” It’s a tough de­
cision to make, and we wish you plenty of 
luck—you’ll need it.
Foully Murdered— Goose 
That Laid Golden Eggs
T HE stigma of mercinunness has con­quered the Lawrentian, and the mi­
serly hands of a Shylock reincarnate will 
soon take its toll from Lawrence stu­
dents and faculty alike. The press is sup­
pressing the free speech of the masses!
Many will be the agonized groans as 
lovers, would-be lovers, and austere fac­
ulty members all gaze for the first time 
upon the sturdy padlock behind which 
reposes in silence the much desired tele­
phone. Cursed will be the editor or busi­
ness manager or whoever it was who re­
sorted to this low-down device to suppress 
the love life of Lawrence.
But it is with regret and only as a last 
resort that the Lawrentian has seized 
upon this method of eliminating the insid­
ious drain which this increasing abuse of 
the office telephone has had upon the 
paper’s budget. Each month the number 
of untraceable out-of-town calls has in­
creased, until the amount ran into dollars 
rather than mere cents. It used to be 
somewhat of a consolation to think that 
perhaps the Lawrentian hiid been the 
agent which reunited some Lawrence lad 
with his lost love in Menasha or Neenah, 
but when these “lost loves” moved to 
Madison and Chicago, no amount of con-
The Lawrentian Lays 
Its Cards on the Table
FROM the time when editorials and personal opinions first ap­
peared in newspapers, it has been 
considered almost an obligation of 
an incoming editor to briefly state 
the policy which his paper - will follow 
during the time he holds that responsi­
bility. This year's editor of this moral 
guide and bearer of intelligence sees no 
reason to take exception to this practice. 
S«ch a statement of policy should prove 
beneficial both as a standard for members 
of the Lawrentian staffs and as a means 
of informing readers of the paper’s prin­
ciples and problems and thus promoting 
better understanding and cooperation.
It has long been the practice of the 
Lawrentian to serve primarily in an edu­
cational role. Since the College offers no 
journalism course, newspaper writers-to- 
be must perforce obtain their training 
from student publications. To serve thus 
as a laboratory for such students is a 
prime function. The increasing degree of 
efficiency of the staffs during past years 
and the number of former students how 
holding journalistic positions seems to 
justify our contention that it is fulfilling 
that function. Its columns will also be 
used to bring to students various items of 
interest, some non-collegiate in nature, 
which serve to supplement a liberal arts 
education.
A function hardly less important is 
that of serving as a record of Lawrence 
activities and as a voice of the College. 
In one sense, the collcge weekly is at a 
distinct disadvantage. Since it is impos­
sible for obvious reasons to issue a daily 
paper, the weekly must of necessity in­
clude much which may be aptly consid­
ered "stale.” In order to offset this, as 
much as possible we shall attempt to give 
stories a more appealing touch by en­
couraging the waiting of feature stories 
and others w'ith a human interest angle. 
Editorials Primarily 
Of Local Application
There seems to be a growing tendency 
among college journals to eliminate the 
editorial page. Their justification is based 
upon the contention that college editors 
usually do not possess a sufficiently broad 
knowledge and mature judgment to war-
solation would balance that section of the 
budget devoted to telephone expenses.
And so the instrument will remain 
locked in the drawer during the time 
when no one with authority is in the of­
fice. Heads of business and editorial 
staffs will have keys, and will te glad 
indeed to permit the use of the telephone 
for judicious purposes; but something had 
to be done to protect this privilege from 
being abused.
rant their influencing other students 
through publication of their personal opin­
ions in the form of editorials. While we 
do not deny that there may be an element 
of truth in this statement, we do not sub­
scribe to this theory entirely. For this 
reason the Lawrentian editorial page will 
include primarily discussions of pertinent 
affairs of the local campus, but with edi­
torials of wider application interspersed at 
auspicious times. But recognizing the 
above conclusion somewhat, we shall also 
publish from time to time effectual edi­
torials from other college papers which 
have a particular bearing or interest for 
Lawrence students.
Someone has aptly called the So They 
Say columns the “safety valve of the 
college.” This is precisely the function we 
shall endeavor to have it perform. The 
editorial policy of a newspaper must nec­
essarily be a personal one to some degree, 
since the responsibility for it lies ulti­
mately in one person. And it is to be 
expected that there will arise some differ­
ences of opinion in regard to positions 
taken by the paper. Not only is this to 
be expected, but the publication of such 
opposing viewpoints in the So They Say 
columns will be encouraged. A major 
purpose of the editorial page will be the 
stimulation of intelligent discussions of 
various problems by the student body. 
Any student or faculty member may be 
assured that he will receive the utmost 
cooperation in publishing such an article. 
These may be signed by the writer’s name 
or with a “nom de plume,” but the writer’s 
identity must be known by the editors.
In order to further stimulate discussion 
we shall frequently include symposia of 
both faculty and student opinion on mo­
mentous questions as they arise.
Editorial Council to 
Help Determine Policy
In recent years an editorial council 
composed of upperclassmen has assisted 
the editor-in-chief in formulating the poli­
cy of the paper. Increased use will be 
made of this council this year, in that 
the group will meet weekly to discuss 
proposed editorial subjects and determine 
the paper’s stand on each. In order to 
include a wider range of authoritative 
editorials, members of the council will be 
given an opportunity to express their 
\uews in editorial form on subjects in 
which they are particularly interested.
Continuing the change adopted last 
year, faculty reporters will again work 
under the direction of the administration 
department. Such an arrangement has 
eliminated useless effort and time for 
both students and professors and has prov­
ed conducive to increased staff efficiency. 
Faculty members are requested to con­
tinue their previous cooperntion by notify­
ing the editors of news items they desire 
| published.
They . 
Say!
The Law rentian  invites Ktudent» un<l 
facu lty a like  to use thin colum n for un 
expression of their view* on matter» 
vf common interest. Contributor» are 
Mubject only to the restriction tha t 
there shall be no libel and tha t the length of articled be w ith in  reason­
able bound«. Articles w ill be accepted 
up to i  p. m. of the Sunday precedinK 
the Thursday of publication. C ontri­
butions must be signed an an evidence 
of good fa ith , but the r.uthorship w ill 
not be d ivulged unless b o  deaired by 
the w riter. The edltora are not respon­
sible for any expression of opinion 
though the So They Say column», ami 
xuch opinion 1« In no way related tu 
the editorial policy of the paper.
The Administration 
Puts it« Foot Down
It is rather discouraging to be forced to 
take issue with the Administration of the 
College in the very first week of school, 
but such an action cannot be allowed to 
go by without comment It seems that 
for at least the past two years it has been 
the practice of at least one fraternity to 
hold a house party for the upperclassmen 
on the Saturday evening of the freshman 
Walkaround. This year at least two 
groups planned similar affairs only to 
have permission refused when they tried 
to register the chaperones at the dean’s 
office.
There seems to be no apparent reason 
for this sudden about-face in the Admin* 
istration’s policy, for there were no ob­
jections raised in previous years to the 
parties held then. There was nothing to 
prevent any house from holding such a 
party; therefore the complaint of favorit­
ism or discrimination cannot be raised. 
There naturally were no frosh men pres­
ent. The one point raised by the College 
leaders is that whatever freshmen women 
might be enticed from the Walkaround 
by upperclass Don Juan's might conceiv­
ably influence freshman lads in rushing. 
It is rather questionable how many fresh­
man Cassanova’s become on sufficiently 
good terms with a strange girl amid all the 
confusion of rushing week to allow her 
advice to influence his choice, but that 
seems to be beside the point. And it can­
not be denied that freshman girls dated 
upperclassmen despite the Administra­
tion’s suppression of fraternity parties. 
In which case we leave it to your own 
judgment as to which is the more proper 
—a properly chaperoned fraternity party 
or a date at the Twentieth Century or the 
Normandie.
One glance at the crowd milling 
around in Ormsby parlors at about 11:55 
p. m. Saturday evening would have con­
firmed our contention. To put it conserv­
atively, upperclassmen outnumbered what 
few daring freshmen were there by a 
mere ten to one. Of course we realize 
that theoretically no upperclassmen are 
supposed to return before registration day 
and that school hadn’t officially opened, 
but that statement doesn’t prevent fresh­
man girls from dating the upperclassmen 
who are back. It looks like an impossibil­
ity to appeal to upperclassmen's sense of 
fairness or something to relinquish the 
field to yearlings. And so it seems logical 
that the lesser of the two evils (if it can 
be considered as such) would be a pro­
perly chaperoned fraternity party.
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Four instructors who are returning lo tbs Lawrence college faculty after 1 raves of 
absence, four new members of the teachin; staff, and two young women who have 
been engaged to fill administrative positions are shown above. In the top row, left to 
right are four returning professors. F. W. Trezlse, Miss Frances Bethurum. LaVahn K. 
Maesch. and F. T. Cloak; and Miss Lucille Palmer, newly appointed instructor in Ger- 
man.
In the renter row, reading in the some direction, are three new faculty members, 
Miss La Tourette Stock well, John W. Dowling, and George A. Douglas; and Miss Fern 
Munroe, secretary to the president; and Miss Jane Lindsay, assistant to the librarian.
J. H. Griffiths, professor of psychology, who returned from a semester's study in Eur- 
cpe; and Miss Katherine Meade. Infirmary nurse, are not shown.
Six New Instructors are Appointed;
Five Return From Leaves of Absence
Although the Lawrence college 
faculty has in its group eleven per- j 
sons who were not on the teaching 
staff last fall, only six of them will 
be unfamiliar on the campus. Four 
of them. Miss Frances Dorothy 
Bethurum, F. Theodore Cloak. 
Frederick W. iTezise. and LaVahn 
Maesch return after absences of 
one or more years, and a fifth. Jo­
seph Harry Griffiths, is back after 
a semester’s leave of absence.
One of the new faces on-the cam­
pus that of George A. Douglas, 
Frederick, Md., who has been ap­
pointed an assistant professor in 
the department of economics and 
sociology. A graduate of the Uni* 
versity of' Michigan, he received 
his master's degree at the Univer­
sity of Wisconsin and made a world 
sociological study trip in 1929. He 
will take the place of Louis A. 
Boettiger. professor of sociology, 
who has been granted a year's 
leave of absence.
English Instructor 
Another newcomer is Miss La 
Tourette Stockwell, who has been 
engaged as a member of the Eng­
lish department. She received her 
A.B. degree from Smith college in 
1920, her MA. degree from Rad- 
cliffe in 1928 and her Ph.D. degree 
from the same college in 1936. She 
spent two years in graduate re­
search work at Trinity college and 
ha<t traveled extensively in both 
this country and Europe. Before 
she accepted the Lawrence college 
post, she was English instructor, as­
sistant to the president and director 
of public relations at Lake Forest 
college. Miss Stockwell and Miss 
Bethurum succeed Miss Kathryn 
Dapp and Miss Virginia Schrier 
who have resigned from the Eng­
lish department.
Instructor In German 
Miss Lucille Palmer, a graduate 
of Pembroke college, associated 
with Brown university, will be in­
structor in German, replacing Miss 
Mary Chalmers. Miss Palmer held 
an exchange fellowship to Ger­
many from the Institute of Interna­
tional Education and studied at the 
University of Munich and the Uni­
versity of Berlin. She received her 
M.A. degree from Brown univer­
sity in 1933 and her Ph.D. degree 
from the University of Illinois in 
June of this year.
John W. Dowling, Madison, Neb.,
has been engaged as sophomore tu­
tor to replace Nathan M. Pusey,' 
who resigned to accept a posi­
tion at Scripps collcge, Claremont. 
Calif. He received both his B.A.„ 
and*M A. degrees from the Univer­
sity of Wisconsin, spent three years 
at Oxford university. England, and 
then did additional graduate work 
at the University of Wisconsin. Ho 
was a fellow in Latin at Wisconsin 
for one semester and an assistant 
for 16 years in the philosophy de­
partment at the University of Illi­
nois.
A new instructor in the depart­
ment of fine arts is Roger Sherman, 
a resident of Providehce, R. I. He 
was graduated from the Vesper 
George School of Art, Boston, Mass., 
in 1934. Since then he has been do­
ing graduate work at the Yale Uni­
versity School of Drama studying 
under Donald Oenslager, famous 
New York scene designer, and 
Stanley McCandless, stage lighting 
consultant.
Miss Katherine P. Meade of Bara- 
boo joins the staff of the collcge in­
firmary. She received her nurses 
training at St. Lukes hospital, Chi­
cago, being graduated in 1930. Sine*» 
then she has been on the general 
duty staff at the University of Chi­
cago Clinics. She succeeds Mis? 
Geneva Bluemichen. who will re­
turn after a semester’s absence.
New Grid Coach
Bernard Heselton is head foot­
ball coach and instructor in physi­
cal education, succeeding Paul 
Derr. A graduate of the University 
of Minnesota, he comes here from 
Milwaukee East High school, where 
he was football coach
Miss Bethurum has been away for 
a year, doing research vork at Yale 
university and then in Europe. She 
made a study of manuscripts at the 
Vatican library at Rome and then 
continued her work under a Gug­
genheim Fellowship In England.
F. Theodore Cloak, associate pro­
fessor of speech and dramatics, has 
been studying for the last two years 
at Yale university’s school of 
drama.
T.aVahn Maesch, who returns 
with the rank of professor of music 
at the Lawrence Conservatory of 
Music, has been doing graduate 
work at Eastman School of Music, 
Rochester, N. Y. Erie Volkert. who 
took Mr. Cloak's place during his 
absence, and Francis Proctor, who
substituted for Mr. Macsch, will 
do graduate work next year.
Trezlse, associate
Frederick W. Trezise, associate 
professor of engineering, has been 
with the TVA at Knoxville, Tenn., 
during the last year. Joseph H. 
Griffiths, professor of psychology, 
has been studying in Europe for 
the last seven months at the uni­
versities of Florence. Vienna. Mun­
ich. Paris and London.
The new members of the college 
administration staff this year, in 
addition to Miss Meade, are Miss 
Fern Munroe. new secretary to the 
president, and Miss Jane Lindsay, 
assistant to the librarian. Miss 
Munroe. a graduate of Lawrence 
with the class of 1938, succceds 
Miss Dorothy Fischl, who resigned 
last month after holding the posi­
tion for eight years. Miss Munroe, j 
a member of Phi Beta Kappa fra­
ternity. was president of the Gen­
eva club at the college, member 
of the L.W.A. council and counsel­
or at Ormsby last year.
Gmeiner's
Candy
Shoppe
in the 
Irving Zuelke Building
Koletzke#s
For
Picture Framing
and
Instrument1
Repairing
We have successfully served 
Lawrence for N  yean and still 
maintain this excellent service
Football
Contest!
Guess the scores for eaeh game and the total number of points 
to be scored by Lawrence College and the total number of poiuts 
to be scored by all opponents during the current season.
The person guessing the total closest to the actual scores at 
the end of the season will receive a pair of:
$5.00 SHOES FREE
In case of a tie. the winner will be determined by the indiviJuil 
games guessed correctly.
CO NTEST  RULES
1. All contestants must be enrolled at Lawrence College.
2. All entries must be deposited personally at the contest box 
at the;
HECKERT SHOE CO.
119 East College Avenue
by 5:30 P. M. on Friday, Sept. 30. 1938.
3. Only one entry blank is allowed each student. More than one 
entry disqualifies the contestant.
4. Use the score of the first game as a start. W rite  in the scores 
after each game and hope that you win.
ENTRY BLANK
Name ...........................................................................................
Address ........................................................................................
Lawrence ................................................... Northwestern College
Lawrence .................................................................................  Coe
Lawrence ..........................................................................  Carleton
Lawrence ....................................................................... Monm >uth
Lawrence ............................................................................  Carroll
Lawrence .............................................................................. Rioon
Lawrence .............................................................................. Beloit
Watch the Lawrcntian sports page for hints as to the strength 
of the teams.
HECKERT SHOE CO.
119 East College Avenue
New and Old Faculty Members Assume Duties
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Campus Changes 
Greet Incoming 
College Students
Five Concrete T e n n i s  
Courts in Process of 
Completion
Incoming freshmen aren't the 
only Lawrence student« who have 
to get acquainted with the campus 
this fall, for those who were here 
last year find a new vista down 
along the Fox river bank.
They find that the old Graef 
Manufacturing company buildings 
are no more and that the view of 
the river is worth writing home 
about. But more importantly, they 
see five new concrete tennis courts 
nearing completion just over the 
ledge where S. Drew and E. Water 
streets meet.
Plan Women'« Play Field
After they have recovered from 
their first exclamations of delight, 
the students also discover that a 
spacious play field for women is 
in the process of construction, and 
that farther east along the river 
bank, near the Lawe street bridge, 
the site for six more tennis courts 
is being prepared.
Lawrence college has waited for 
a long time to take advantage of the 
river bank that lies so close to the 
main buildings. The dream fostered 
by trustees and officers to make a 
recreational center for students 
near the swiftly moving water is a 
tealty today.
The five new courts and the wom­
en's play field are at the west end 
of the college property. The prop­
erty between this location and the 
site of the six other courts to be laid 
near the Lawe street bridge will be 
landscaped and made into a campus 
park.
Other Improvement«
The river bank improvement is 
the largest on the campus this sum­
mer, but there have been other pro­
jects which the students notice as 
they come back to hit the books.
The youths who move into Bro- 
Vaw hall find seven re-built bath­
rooms, with marble showers, tile 
floors, and new fixtures throughout. 
Floors in the building have been re­
finished and several rooms re-deco­
rated.
Minor repairs have been made in 
Main hall and six rooms redecorat­
ed.
Ormsby Room« Redecorated
At Ormsby, freshman women’s 
dormitory, nearly 40 rooms have 
been redecorated and a new apart­
ment built for Miss Ruth Cope, dean 
of women, who will be resident su­
pervisor at the dormitory. The main 
living room at Russell Sage dormi­
tory has been redecorated.
The college this summer com­
pletely redecorated the Phi Kappa 
Tau fraternity house at 122 N. Un­
ion street, painted the field house at 
Whiting field, and re-finished walls 
of offices in Alexander gymnasium. 
The replacing of boilers in the heat­
ing plant and extensive pruning of 
trees and shrub: on the campus 
were other improvements.
Thiesmcyer Teaches
At University Camp
L. R. Thiesmeyer, assistant pro­
fessor of geology, spent the first 
seven weeks of the summer as an 
instructor in a geology camp run 
by Louisiana State university. Lat- 
rr he went to North Carolina and 
Virginia where he studied banded 
rocks. He brought back several 
rocks and fossils for the Lawrence 
museum.
R EVIEWINGtheEVIEWS
.With “Ibby" Holt_
At 214 E. College Ave. 
See the
R O Y A L
Portable
Typewriters
$ 39.50 fir up
STUDENT
SUPPLIES
General Office 
Supply Co.
214 E. College Ave.
“Valley of the Giants," now show­
ing at the Rio theater, is not a hor­
ror picture or a tale of some lost 
valley full of weird survivals, but 
a story of the last frontier of Amer­
ica, on the California coast among 
the giant redwood forests. Wayne 
Morris is a young crusader for the 
preservation of the trees, fighting 
against Charles Bickford, who sees 
the redwoods as just as many feet 
cf lumber. Claire Trevor, the love 
interest, is at first hired by Char­
les Bickford to put througn his 
schemes against Morris, but—well, 
you will want to see what happens 
for yourself. Filmed in technicolor 
and aided by a strong cast, includ­
ing not only Wayne Morris, Claire 
Trevor, and Charles Bickford, but 
also such well-known stand-bys as 
Frank McHugh, Alan Hale, and 
Jack La Rue, the picture is a tre­
mendous success and well worth 
seeing.
With it is a picture of higher cal­
iber than most ••seconds.** It is "Give 
Me A Sailor," starring Martha Raye 
and Bob Hope, who are well sup­
ported by Betty Grable and Jack 
Whiting. As may be inferred from 
the cast, the picture is a rollicking 
comedy interspersed by several new 
songs, one of which is the popular 
“What Goes On Here.” If you’re 
dull and down, and classes arc 
worse than you remembered, go to 
the Rio this weekend to see "Val­
ley of the Giants" and "Give Me A 
Sailor." You’ll surely be thrilled by 
the one and amused by the other.
~  * * *
Charlie Me Carthy comes to the 
Appleton screen next Sunday more 
saply and cocky than ever in his
Ormsby Counselors Turn Cupids 
As Greeks Demand Blind Dates
Blind dates at Ormsby stand in 
a class by themselves. Any date’s 
a blind date, and who knows one 
might ffed romance—and one gen­
erally finds a coke. Lawrence in the 
spring doesn't have a patch on Law­
rence in the fall when the upper­
classmen are looking them over 
along with the freshmen boys, and 
counselors are very very popular 
with the fraternities while the look­
ing over is under way.
Miss Cope may be intermediary 
between the sororities, but the 
counselors are more than that— 
they’re intermediaries between the 
gals and the boys. If they charged 
a nickel per date fixed, they’d be 
millionaires in a week. As it is, they 
merely come out of it all as con­
firmed matchmakers with a specu­
lative eye out for eligible young
new picture “Letter of Intrcduc- 
tion.” The cast, which includes—be­
sides Charlie and his shadow, Ber- 
gen-Andrea Leeds, Adolphe Men- 
jou, and George Murphy, need no 
letter of introduction for them­
selves. Their names alone guaran­
tee a good show, and they live up 
to their customary standard. The 
picture is based on the rise to fame 
of Bergen and Charlie. It is a riot 
of laughter and love—the love Leing 
supplied by Andrea Leeds and 
George Murphy with, of course, 
complication sentering in the shape 
of Adolphe Menjou. With “Letter of 
Introduction" is a Gene Autry pic­
ture, and if you like the wild west 
and never quite forget those dear 
dead days when you sat in the front 
row and cheered, you'll enjoy that 
too. If not, "Letter of Introduction" I 
is good enough to stand by itself.
men. You can fairly see their minds 
working something like this: “Let’s 
see, how would Johnny do for Bet­
ty. She's a clinging vine and he 
likes them cuddly, or would Jane 
be better. She's better looking but 
then—she giggles." Oh, it’s a prob­
lem and one tot which they get 
small thanks, particularly if the re­
sult is weighty.
Chemistry Professors 
Attend Milwaukee Meet
K. A. Craig, assistant professor of 
chemistry and S. F. Darling, asso­
ciate professor of chemistry attend­
ed meetings of the American Chem­
ical society in Milwaukee from Sep­
tember 5 to September 9.
S. F. Darling, associate professor 
of chemistry, gave a speech on Cos­
metics for the Wisconsin State Den­
tal Economic society on September 
18 at the Lorraine hotel in Madi­
son.
630 Colleges are Now 
In Operation In U. S.
School days are here again and 
30,000,000 American boys and girls 
are trooping back to thousands of 
schools and colleges. It’s a great 
change from the little red school- 
house and days when a sheepskin 
stamped its owner as a scholar who 
knew all there was to know.
Education’s grown up to be a 
great big boy since the Boston Lat­
in school was started in 1635 and 
Harvard university followed a year 
later.
Today there are 630 colleges and 
universities, 13 apiece for each of 
the 48 states, with half a dozen left 
over.
60,000,000 Turnstile Clicks
Attendance at the New York 
World’s Fair 1939, which means the 
number of gate admissions, will ,by 
conservative estimate, total 60.000,- 
000, an average of 3 admissions for 
each of 20,000,000 persons. The 
amount to be taken in at the Ex­
position’s nine entrances is figured 
at $33,000,000.
WELCOME STUDENTS!
stop at the sign of the little red squirrel
■  t h i s  i s  ■  
| o m c  o r  t h c |
movie qu iz! 
250.0003
■CONTISTI
■  PfCTURisñÉ
$ 2 5 0 ,0 0 0 .0 0
MOVIE QUIZ CONTEST NOW ON!
Secure FREE entry books at Rio or Appleton Theatre* 
ot once . • . and get your shore of this money!
S TARTS  FRI DAY!  ^ H f i l i R T U — I
These Titians Towered Above Mere Ordinary Men 
As This Film Towers Above All Other Pictures!
IO u u y o f
T H lfiU N T S
WAYN E.CLAIRE. . .  .
M O T I O N  P I C T U R E S  A R E  Y O U R  B E S T '
STARTS SATURDAY FOR ONE WEEK
■ ‘ .1.«'«Mil
A LETTER TO YOUR HEßtPT
GENE A U T R Y
in a New Musical Action Outdoor Picture!
"Man From Music Mountain1
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Lawrence City’s 
Greatest Asset, 
Mayor Maintains
Says College Helps to ‘Ele­
vate Intellectual Plane 
In A p p l e  ton’
John Goodland, Jr., mayor of Ap­
pleton, in an interview recently, 
said Lawrence college is Appleton’s 
biggest asset and should be regard­
ed as such by the citizens of Ap­
pleton.
The mayor was enthusiastic i.bout 
the beginning of a new term at the 
college and said he hoped for con­
tinued goodwill and better relations 
between the city and the college. 
“Lawrence college provides a place 
where graduates of Appleton high 
school can get a higher education 
while staying at home. The school 
helps to elevate the intellectual 
plane in Appleton," the mayor raid.
Students Asset to Appleton 
“Students attending Lawrence 
from other cities in the state as well 
sis those from other states are an 
sisset in themselves. They live here 
for nine months of the year, buy 
their clothes and other necessities 
from Appleton merchants," Mayor 
Goodland continued.
The mayor lauded college officials 
for their efforts to improve and add 
new facilities. The new tennis courts 
and women’s campus on the bank of 
the Fox river are a real addition to 
the school, the mayor said.
Lands Artist Series 
“The Artists Series sponsored by 
the College each year is a good 
thing for the community," the may­
or said. "It gives music lovers a 
chance to hear the better musicians 
and singers and gives parents a 
chance to bring their children to 
hear the best the world of music has 
to offer."
Amateur plays produced by the 
Little Theater group at the College 
came in for their share of praise 
while the mayor was on the sub­
ject He said he saw them regularly 
and enjoyed them and said the peo­
ple of Appleton should be proud to 
see their sons and daughter take 
part in them.
Put Appleton On Map 
“Lawrence college athletics have 
put Appleton on the map. The teams 
play all over the state and whf-ther 
they win or lose always make Ap­
pleton people proud they can say 
Appleton is the home of Lawrence 
college." he said.
Mayor Goodland welcomed fresh­
men to Appleton at convocation last 
week, told them to make themselves 
nt home, and said he glad to have 
them here.
Frosh Rushees 
Never Seem to 
Get Wise to It
It is an out of the way room at 
the Pi Pi Pi house. At bay, between 
the rush chairman and the Prex is 
Wilbur Jones, whose high school 
records are “E, E”, whose clothes 
have passed the blandly critical 
eyes of upperclassmen, and who is 
reported to be a sure prospect for 
athletic stardom.
The Prex speaks: “Of course you 
know, Wilbur, that even though we 
can't bring ourselves to truly dis­
like anybody, we can’t take ail the 
freshmen who want to join. Why, 
just last night we had to tell a 
boy we couldn’t take him because 
our quota was almost full. But the 
fellows saved one place for a really 
good man. We wouldn’t think of fill­
ing our quota with inferior men, 
so we’re picking them pretty care­
fully this year."
The door opens. A brother con­
verses in low tones with the rush 
chairman, shakes his head worried­
ly, closes the door with deep de­
liberation. A silence as he resumes 
his seat heavily: “Say, Wilbur. I ’m 
awfully sorry about things. Our 
quota is full so we can’t take any­
body." Even Wilbur looks woriied 
now.
But the Prex interrupts, ‘Now
Enrolment Shows 
Little Change
Conservatory of Music 
Records 65 Percent 
I n c r e a s e
Class began last Wednesday with 
approximately the same enrolment 
as in former years, according to t ie 
statement of Clarence Deakin*, ad­
missions officer. Although the fin­
al records have not yet been com­
pleted 270 new students have al 
ready been registered, and late reg 
istration is still going on.
The Conservatory of Music re­
cords a 65 percent increase in new' 
students.
Upperclassmen assisting with 
freshman administration were Beth 
Arveson, Ray Chadwick, ivluriel 
Engelland, Bob Everett, Mary For­
est, Esther Fritz, Ruth Hanna, lohn 
Hastings, Elizabeth Holt, Jane 
Houts, Tom Jacobs, Betty Ann 
Johnson, Spencer Johnson, Artnur
see here. George, we can stretch 
a point if we have to. You know, 
town men only count half—."
And before Wilbur has quite de­
cided in his own mind whether he 
has been sold an expensive bargain, 
h -■ has succumbed to a system which 
has never failed.
connngonvocation
Tuesday, September 27: President 
Thomas N. Barrows will speak.
Attention
Lawrence
Students!
You Are 
Cordially 
Invited 
To Make 
GEENEN'S 
Your 
Headquarters —  
Come In 
Tomorrow!
G E E N E N ' S
COLLEGIATE
JITTERBUGS!
Beverly Breinig
SCHOOL of the DANCE offers:
10 Ballroom Lessons..... $2.50
Closses Mon., Tues., Wed. Eve.
* AH Newest Donee Steps Taught
Studio Located at 
108 SO. MORRISON
SPECIAL FEATURE!
Formol Gowns ond Wrops For Rent
Rotes Reasonable Phöne 2304
Kaemmer, Katherine Kendricks, 
Betty Krell Dorothy Martin, Betty 
Morrison, Bob Noonan, Woodrow 
Ohlsen, Helen Pedley, Florence 
Perry, Ruth Perry, Malcolm Pet­
erson, Kay Pitman, Miriam Lee Por­
ter, Mona Quell, Ruth Ragland, 
Marion Richardson, Annamae Sa- 
vidis, Paul Schmidt, Mary Agnes 
Sheldon, Bob Smith, Grace Strong, 
Bob Van Nostrand, and Mary 
Young.
Assisting with upperclassmen’s 
registration were Sterling Schoen, 
Jane Bisping, Howard Darling, Bob 
Herman, John Hemphill, Bob Suet-
Science Meetings are
Attended by Gilberts
W. P. Gilbert, assistant profes­
sor of physics, and Mrs. Gilbert 
visited their former home in Ohio 
this summer, They then attended 
meetings of the American Physi­
cal society and the American As­
sociation for Advancement of 
Science in Toronto and Ottawa.
tinger, Annabell Wolf, Beth Arve­
son, Marjorie Mansfield, and Vivian 
Stewart.
All around the clock its The Fashion Shop for the 
smartest youthful clothes . . . the newest fall 
Coats, Suits, Dresses, tyillinery, Foundation Gar­
ments —  formal wear. Your inspection is invited.
*e FASHION SHOP
117 E. College Ave. Next to Heckert Shoe Co.
NOW MANY CAN YOU ANSWER?
This book has the Answer* to there
and Korti ofother Quest tons t
1. A gallon of water weighs 
pound*. (Trut or False?)
2. The Sues Canal ¡a more than 
twice as long as the Panama 
Canal. (True or False1)
3. Toronto is the capital of Canada. (True or False?)
4. U. S. Grant was the 18th 
President of the U. S. A. 
(True or False?)
Over 1000 useful facts including
Postal Rules; I). S. Presidents;
Population of principal Cities
and Countries; Facts about the
Earth and Planets;etc.,etc.
with purchase of a bottle of 
Parker Quink at 15c or 25c
Amazing New Writing Ink That Ends Pen-Clogging
Now! Accept this offer! 
Made solely to inducc 
you to t ry Park crQui w k 
—the new miracle writ­
ing ink that makes any 
en a self-cleaner.
S'_uin* dissolves de­posits left in a pen by 
ordinary inks — ends 
clogging. Always rich, 
brilliant— never wa­
tery. Get Quin* and 
Free Answer Book to­
day at any store selling 
ink. Offer good only in 
U. S. A.
Qufcs*
Mads ft» I V  ( W W  f W  f t .
Sports Coats
in the new, wide wole, herringbone 
weaves and herringbone tweeds 
ore very smart. The new shades of 
pine green, hczel brown ond poslel 
blue ore tops with the young fellows 
this season.
Sporty Slacks
4
in new diagonal weaves of wide 
ond narrow wole ore newest ond 
make smart companions to ony 
sport attire. Ours are self belted.
Thiede Good Clothes
THE COLLEGE M A N 'S  STORE 
On the Avenue
• « • « • • i
î i
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Vikes to Battle Northwestern College
By Ed Bayley
Tomorrow afternoon the Law­
rence college football team will 
open their 1938 season against 
Northwestern college of Watertown, 
Wisconsin. Northwestern’s teaim 
have never provided serious trou­
ble for the Vikes; although no In­
formation has been received con­
cerning the team’s srength this 
year, they are not likely to upset 
the Blue and White. In last year's 
opening game Northwestern pre­
sented stern opposition for three 
quarters but folded in the last per­
iod and lost 21 to 0. Lawrence has 
won all but one of the sixteen 
games played with the smaller 
school.
Small Squad
When the Vikings trot on to 
Whiting field tomorrow afternoon, 
they will be one of Lawrence’s 
smallest squads, numerically, ever 
to represent the school. Only 24 
men have been working out under 
Coachei Heselton and Dillon. But 
for two weeks the team has been 
practicing twice daily, and a high- 
ly-polished, aggressive outfit will 
1m* seen upon the gridiron. Hesel­
ton has Instilled a new spirit in the 
bovs, a will to win that cannot but 
brin;; startling results
Eleven Good Men
The starting eleven men for the 
Vikes will be a veteran and capable 
group, but reserves with experience 
and weight are lacking Eleven 
lettermen arc among the men who 
have turned out.
Obbie Novakofski, who burned 
up the Midwest conference last 
year, will be working at the tail 
back position. He !s as fast as they 
cuino, shifty, and has a nice chango 
of pace. Heselton has been drilling 
him on following interference. Last 
Saturday he ran wild in scrimmage 
and scored eight touchdowns 
against the reserves. Besides run­
ning. Novakofski can also pasi. 
kick, and do his share of defensive 
work well.
But fast as he is, Obbie won't be 
stepping on the heels o.* his block­
ers. for Ken Buesing, Joe Maort*- 
weiler, and Art Kaemmer provide 
a speedy a trio to lead interference 
as one could wish. Buesing. a ju ­
nior. is alro a runner, as well as a 
fine defensive player. He scorc'l 
four touchdowns in last Saturday s 
scrimmage. Playing the wing back 
position, he is probably the most 
accurate jxisser on the team and 
ono of the best t»ass receivers.
Joe Maertzwciler is nrobablv the 
host blocking back in ihe state and 
a bulwark behind the line Provid­
ing much of the fighting spirit 
which the team possesses. “Jug’’ has 
worked under Coach Heselton in 
high school and has absorbed his 
system and his spirit thoroughly.
At fullback Art Kaemmer a sopho­
more. will be playing his first sea­
son He is a hard-hiking blocker 
with plenty of speed.
Heavy Linr
The varsity line bov'ts of speed 
and weight. At ends will be Jack 
Crawford and Jack Nvstrom, both 
weighing about 170 pounds. Craw­
ford has had two year.: varsity ex­
perience at the flank post, while 
Nystrom played fullback last sea­
son. Both are capable pass re­
ceivers.
When the two Viking tackles hit 
Rome poor opponent, he will be
Lawreace college gridders hare been working o«4 twice daily. Among their ranks are eleven lettermen. Eddie Jankowski, former Heselton 
protege, will help Berate coach the backfleld now and then. Seen above, left to right, are standing, Jack Nystrom, end. Jack Crawford, end, 
Ken Buesing, halfback. Jankowski, Coach Heselton. Assistant Coach Ade Dillon, Obbie Novakofski. halfback. Joe Maertsweiler. quarterback, 
and Rich Garvey, center; kneeling, left to right, Jack Bodllly, tackle, Don Weldman, halfback, Stan Zwergel, guard, and Bill Hatten, guard. 
Missing was Mike Gaiko, guard.
Frosh Gridders 
Turn Out Strong
wresting with a quarter of a ton of 
solid flesh. For Vince Jones, giant 
sophomore, stands six feet, three 
inches, and weighs 300 pounds in a 
football suit. Jack Bodiily, working 
\ at the other tackle soot, weighs 
about 190 in nothing rt all. Jones! ; '  _
is »" fast as some backfield men. Many Captain«, AIM .on  I er- 
and he likes to play foclball. Bodil- 
I ly is not as fast, but has had a year 
of varsity experience and is improv- 
. ing daily.
Three gridders have been battling 
for the guard position.'«. Bill Hat- 
ten and Mike Gaiko are both ex­
perienced. while Seibold is the 
largest of the guard candidates Gai­
ko reported a couple of days late, 
but has recently been moved up to 
the first string line to team with 
Hatten.
Rich “Mick" Garvey last year’s 
200 pound pivot performer, will 
probably be showing at the same 
spot
ence Men on Large 
Yearling Squad
Thirty-five yearlings have turned 1 
out for freshmen football so far,1 
and more are expected to report. 
This forms the largest aggregation 
of first-year gridders that has been 
seen for many years on the Law­
rence campus. Several captains and 
all-conference men are among the 
candidates.
Standouts in the first few work- 
. . .  i ou*s were Bob Romano, of Miiwau* He is experienced and ver- |<ee East, sophomore transfer from 
satile playing end or fullback if the University of Wisconsin, who 
necessary. gave the varsity ends and backs
Few Reserves plenty of trouble, running back
Coach Heselton’s big?( st worry is
Roddy, all-city center from Chicago, 
and Perry Powell, guard from M il­
waukee East.
Others who have reported or will 
soon, are Fred Atkinson, Francis 
Bradford, Harold Boyson, Harold 
Borenz, Harry Sheerin, Dave Spald- 
inc. Jack Sellers, Frank Hammer. 
A1 Staffeld, Bob Vogt. Ross Schu­
mann, Bob Perry, John Rosebush, 
Ralph Calvin, A1 Florin, Bill Diver. 
Bob Dolgner, John Messenger, Fred 
Oliver, Gardner Hayden, Bob Mc­
Intosh, John Gaffney, Roy Johnson, 
and Jarvis Lingle.
The squad has been furnishing 
the varsity with stiff competition.
the lack of reserves. Mattmiller, 
Weidman, and Everett are the only 
three reserve backs. Maitmiller and 
Everett lack experience, and Weid­
man, a letterman, lacks weight. 
Weidman will undoubtedly 
plenty of action, however.
At ends, Braun leads the reserves. 
He has plenty of weight and hits 
hard when he blocks, but he has 
never played the wing position be­
fore. Barnard and Anderson, other 
end candidates, are Inexperienced 
and not very heavy. Tackles are 
Shockley, who is looking better all 
the time, and Hahn, who is playing 
the position for the first time. Bo- 
| sides Seibold. Johnny Bachmtn is 
the only reserve guard, although 
Stan Zwergel can perform woll at 
I either center or guard. Zwergel is 
small but experienced and he loves 
the game. He will see plenty of 
action.
The only person who can keep the 
Vikes from having a successful 1938 
season is Old Man Inju.y With such 
a well-balanced first eicven and so i 
few reserves, injury to any player 
would prove disastrous. But a* long 
as the whole team is in there, the 
Blue and White will be tough to 
beat.
punts; Frank Menski. second team 
all city back from Milwaukee, who 
starred on defense; Bill Weiss, 210- 
pound tackle, George Stuart, end, 
from Milwaukee East, Bill Deppe, 
former center and captain of the 
see Baraboo high school unscored upon 
—undefeated team of last year; Jack
Welcome LawrentiansI
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RESTAURANT
"Famous for fine foods"
531 W. College Ave. Phone 5446
Welcome
Frosh!
Hello you old timers 
we're glad to see you
Drop in and see us for 
study lamps and elec­
trical supplies.
LANGSTADT
Electric Co.
233 E. College Ave.
Welcome Frosh"
Fall in line with the rest 
of the college
See Harold on the 4th floor 
of the Zuelke building
Haircuts —  German or otherwise 50c
ZUELKE BARBER SHOP
TOM
TEMPLE
AND HIS ORCHESTRA
With HARRIET CLELAND, 
VOCALIST
Offer
Sophisticated 
Swing
Lawrence Is Doped 
To Win First Grid 
Contest Tomorrow
ELEVEN LETTERMEN GREET VIKING COACHES
Squad Iti Small hut Highly* 
Polished and Ag­
gressive
Friday, September 23, 1t39 T H E  L A W R K N T 1 A N Page Nine
Sports Plaques 
W ill Supplement 
Supremacy Cup
Individual Awards to lie 
Given to Winners of 
Each Sport
A supplementary feature of the 
1938-39 interfraternity sports com­
petition will be the addition of 
plaques to be awarded to the house 
winning each particular sport. 
Heretofore the only award has 
been the Supremacy Cuo, given for 
the largest total number of points 
at the end of the year The idea 
is to give an additional incentive 
to the fraternities wn;ch do not 
stand a very good chance of win­
ning the single award. The plaques 
will be engraved and kept in the 
house the year round The Sup­
remacy Cup will be placed in the 
Trophy room at Alexander gym­
nasium permanently and the win­
ning fraternity's name engraved on 
it each year.
Sports for which plaques have 
been ordered are: golf, touch foot­
ball, volley ball, basketball, bowl­
ing, track, and softbalJ.
Meeting Held September 21 
At the Interfraterni’.y Athletic 
board’s first meeting, rhe dates for 
the ball activities were set as fol­
lows: golf, Thursday, St-ptember 29, 
1:30 p. m. at Butte de3 Morts golf 
course. Two golfers from each 
fraternity will compete 
Touch football will cegin Tues­
day, October 4, at 4:00 p. m at 
Whiting field. Two games a week 
will be played. A complete staff 
of officials will be trained by 
Coach Denney.
Bob Leverenz, Cha: ies Thomp­
son, Bob Wilson, Don Neverman, 
and Phil Verhage are the return­
ing intramural managers. They 
will handle the greater share of 
the program this year.
Cornell Favored 
In Midwest Race
1938 Football Schedule
Sept. 24 Northwestern college 
here.
Oct. 1 Coe here.
Oct. 8 Carleton at Northficld, 
Minn.
Oct. 15 Monmonth here.
Oct. 22 Carroll here (Home­
coming).
Oct 29 Ripon at Ripon 
Nov. 5 Beloit at Beloit.
have the edge an any other Mid­
west quartet.
Beloit Looks Good
The state championship looks like 
a battle between Beloit and Law­
rence. Beloit’s team is back in al­
most its entirety, and led by Plin- 
ske, hard-driving Green Bay full­
back, will make a strong bid for 
the title. Ripon may be a dark 
horse, for despite a small squad and 
a loss of veterans, they are re 
building their team around Horky, 
star back, who led them last year. 
Art Breen down at Carrol] has giv­
en up hope of winning any contests 
at their old running game, and has 
determined to gamble and take to 
the air. Ned Demming, sophomore 
halfback, who two years ago was 
burning up the northern high 
school league with New London, is 
doing the pitching, while Bus 
Knoblanch has been on the receiv 
ing end for the most part. Law 
rence’s success depends upon their 
escaping injury. Coach Heselton is 
gloomy about the Vikes’ chances, 
mostly because of the small turn 
out.
New Grid Mentor represent Appleton when on road 
trips.
Reviewing football prospects for 
the coming season, Heselton said the 
Midwest conference would be 
stronger than usual and Monmouth 
college was doped to win the 1938 
title. "Lawrence may not finish on 
top but you’ll see a squad that will 
give a good account of itself in any­
body’s ball game,” the speaker said.
Coach Heselton also addressed the 
Lions club here and discussed the 
team and its prospects for the 1938 
grid season.
Season Grid Tickets
Now Offered for Sale
Season tickets for all Lawrence's 
home football games are now on 
sale. They can be obtained at Johns­
ton’s Book Store, Pond Sport thop, 
or from Spencer Johnson. The ante 
is $2.00. Four home games are on 
the schedule this year, starting with 
Northwestern tomorrow, Coe on Oc­
tober 1, Monmouth on October IS, 
and Carroll (homecoming) on Octo­
ber 22.
COACH BERNIE HESELTON
New Viking Mentor 
Urges Support for 
Athletic Program
Bernie Heselton, new football 
coach, urged Kiwaniatu to support 
the Lawrence college athletic pro­
gram when he addressed their noon 
luncheon meeting at Conway hotel 
recently. The new grid mentor said 
it was to the advantage of business 
men to attend games and provide 
work for the students for the .cams
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with that end of the summer look!
LET
BUETOW’S
Give you a new fall coiffure 
Phone 902 225 E. College Ave.
Coe, Monmouth, Carleton 
Also Contenders; Vikes 
A Dark Horse
Final Midwest standings 1937-38
Cornell
Monmouth
Carleton
Coe
Ripon
Lawrence
Beloit
Knox
W.
7
2
3
2
1
1
1
0
L.
0
1
2
2
2
3
4 
4
T. Per. 
0 1.000 
.607
.600
.500
.333
.250
.200
.000
Midwest Games This Week 
September 23—Night Games
Monmouth at Drake University. 
Coe at St. Ambrose.
Cornell at Grinnell.
Beloit at Simpson.
September 24
Northwestern at Lawrence
Cornell, defending champions, 
stands a good chance to repeat this 
season according to the advance 
dope. Coe, Monmouth, and Carle­
ton are also considered contenders, 
while Lawrence may upset the dope 
bucket and crash through, provid­
ing they get a few breaks.
Coe’s backfield is highly rated, 
though Hank Johnston, of Johns­
ton’s Book Store, says the Vikings
WELCOME FRESHMEN -
BELLING'S DRUG STORE
STRICTLY PURE DRUGS 
204 E. College Ave.
Appleton, Wisconsin Phone 131
FOR A DATE
OR TO END A
PERFECT DATE —
DINEand d a n c e
THE
LA VILLA
231 E. College Ave. 
Phone 5308 Appleton, W is
W e lc o m e  S t u d e n t s  
O ld  a n d  N e w
FOR • • • • •
S U N D A Y  D I N N E R S
NOON DAY LUNCHES EVENING DINNERS
SANDWICHES . . .  SHORT ORDERS 
FOUNTAIN REFRESHMENTS
TEA ROOM 
and RESTAURANT
GOOD FOOD AT MODERATE PRICES
114 E. College Ave.
T H E
Treasure Box Gift Shop
welcomes the students old ond new!
May we show you our fine selection of SOCIAL and 
PRINTED STATIONERY?
205 E. College Ave. Tel. 796
NEWS FROM:
HILDA WUNDERLICH
112 N. Oneida Phone 4640
Pick 'n Pair
It's a young American fashion to Pick 'n Pair 
sports clothes. There's romance in the fabric. 
Bradley goes to Argentina for this wonderf.iMy 
fine St. Julian wool and returns to knit it up into a 
smooth, flat-surfaced, homespun type of fabric for 
skirts, jackets and slacks. Then Brodley takes this 
same yarn and knits it into little wisps of sweaters.
Bradley's "Star Dozen" Colors
Twelve glorious colors which may be matched or 
mis matched to achieve stunning combinations 
make this a most distinctive sports group. Seven­
teen separate items comprise Brcdley's famed 
Pick 'n Pair group.
Every Woman Her Own Designer
Bradley's Pick 'n Pair offers every woman the 
opportunity to be her own designer because she 
may pick her colors and styles ond pair them up to 
achieve completely individual effect. These are 
the sports clothes for discriminating women be­
cause they have been created with an uncanny in­
stinct for rightness, becomingness and economy.
Alterations Without Taking a Single Stitch
Bradley Pick 'n Pair skirts may be shortened 
without taking a single stitch. The fabric is so 
constructed that it may be cut without raveling.
ALL PICK 'N PAIR 
UNITS ARE MADE IN  
THESE COLORS:
Red Grape 
Black 
Blue Haze 
Brier Brown 
Foliage Rust 
Autumn Glow
Dusk Grr~n 
Wheat Gold 
Shrub Green 
Blue Mist 
Pink Dust 
Beige Sand
Poge Ten N Friday, September 23, 1938
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Gates No Longer 
Hinder ‘Browsers’
Lawrence Library Add« 
New Books on Mu­
sic and Art
There will be no more gates to 
climb over between the circulation 
room and the stack room in the 
library. These gates were removed 
this summer. In their places two 
book cases have been placed on 
either side of the circulation desk 
to form the openings into the tack 
room. The two book cases on the 
left side of the desk hold the oooks 
presented to the library by the In­
ternational club. The bookcasvs on 
the right side oi the desk ha\e the 
rental books and the new books col­
lection. Books on the rental shelves 
are light fiction, travel, biography, 
and other classes of more or less 
popular nature.
There have been added to the new 
book shelf many titles during the 
summer on all sorts of subjects. 
Two interesting books that should 
be read for recreation are on mu­
sic. One is Opera—Front and Hack 
by H. H. Taubman <783.1 >. This book 
deals with the flesh and blood of 
life in the opera house. The work 
of great composers, singers and 
conductors is set forth with iively 
anecdotcs and information. The oth­
er title is The Story of Musical In­
struments, by H. W. Schwartz 
(78191), a brilliant telling of a six­
ty-century evolution of musical in- 
jitruments from shepherd's pipes to 
the symphony.
A book by Eliot O'Hara on water 
color (751) emphasizes expression 
in art rather than technique Mr. 
O ’Hara was a holder of a Guggen­
heim Fellowship in 1928, has won 
four major awards and is repre­
sented in eleven museums and pub­
lic galleries.
An intimate personal record *f a 
life distinguished by nofewortny lit­
erary achievement and crowded 
with friendships and exciting pur­
suits is written by F. M. Ford enti­
tled Return to Yesterday (Biog.)
The son of Nathaniel Hawthorne 
writes of rich and colorful mem­
ories of a man’s childhood nnd 
young manhood days. (Biog.» Plan­
ned Society by Finlay Mackenzie is 
a treasury of information on one of 
the most significant trends of mo­
dern times—economic and social 
planning and control. (330»
There are two books for the stu­
dent of Walt Whitman. Mr. Masters 
has given us a comprehe isive, 
strictly unpartial and splendidly 
understanding biography of this 
truly great poet. (Biog > The other 
author, Miss Shephard, in ’Valt 
Whitman’s Pose (811) has unearth­
ed some valuable and unusual his­
tory concerning the character and 
work of Whitman.
Back to Lawrence . . .  to class­
es and fun . . . the Rio and econ 
quizes . . . sweaters and formals 
. . . . football, fraternity pins. . . 
back to a healthy life and no bore­
dom. For the freshmen we have yet 
to introduce High Cliff . . . down 
river . . . the Quarry . . . the 
lovely red and gold fall and win­
ter’s deep white. The spotlight is 
on. . . . may it not miss a thing 
throughout the year.
* * *We catch glimpses of the sum­
mer . . . with that singing A. D. 
Pi getting married soon . . . and 
not to the Sigma Chi whose pin she 
had . . . and another A. D. Pi is 
proudly wearing a Phi Delt pin . .
. . and rumors have it that a cer­
tain Beta hung his pin on a fial in 
Oshkosh this summer, can we 
Chuck this rumor or not . . . Be­
ta’s little precious has hung his pin, 
Det man can love in the fall as well 
as spring.
* * *Have you noticed the new Sage 
parlors . . . maybe this year is to 
inaugurate a change to the Ormsby 
instead of Sage widows . . . more 
power to you gals . . . and oy the 
way who was the little gal who wel­
comed every chance to get away 
from home this summer to wear 
her Delt pin . . . the campus cer­
tainly has been left with a lot of 
widows and bachelors this year . .
. . soon the fad on campus will be 
slings from writer's cramp . . . .  
there’s the D. G. widows, Marv. . 
Shaib. .Maureen; the Delta bachel­
ors, Tommy. .Spence. .Jack; and 
Phi Delt John others . . .  we are 
anxiously awaiting to see what Flo 
is going fo be wearing this year 
after a Phi Delt her first : ear 
and a Delt her second year . . . .  
what next . . . the phis have had 
enough pins this year for rushing, 
but we wonder now if the summer 
romance with a Beta will la*t for 
A. J. . . . anyhow after all the 
spring romances that haven’t last­
ed it is good to see Dottie and Bob 
still together.
* * *
This week’s spotlight we turn on 
the freshmen girls who are just 
swell . . . Neunnebel at Peabody 
seems to draw them . . . and Beall 
nnd Stevens at Ormsby tske a 
front seat . . . among the 'ainily 
representatives John Hasting's sis­
ter Alice and uofie Dewar's sis­
ter Shirley . . . and May Abbott 
Sautelle from Oshkosh seems to 
have all that anyone would want. 
Honors among the fellows go to
HENRY R. MARX 
ESTATE
Jewelry Since 1910 
Appleton
18 Institute Men 
Return From Trip 
To Northern Woods
Eighteen first-year students at 
the Institute of Paper Chemistry 
returned Wednesday from a 10-day 
trip in the woods of Northern 
Michigan. The men started the 
“bush course" at Camp Filbert, 17 
miles west of Iron River, Mich. 
The students studied pulpwood op­
erations, forest conservation, and 
wood identification during the ex­
pedition.
One Lawrence graduate, Alan 
Adrian, Appleton, was among the 
group whose members hailed all 
the way from Massachusetts to 
Texas. Following are the other stu­
dents:
William Aiken, Salado, Tex.; 
Kenneth Arnold, Syracuse, N. Y.; 
Joseph Atchison, Elk Garden, West 
Virginia: Robert Berry, Pamdemec, 
New Brunswick; Cyril Delevanti, 
Houston, Tex.; Reidus Estes, Win-
. . . Johnny Hart, Keith Ridgway, 
and Jarvis Linglc.
Best of luck to all the sororities 
and fraternities . . .  we hope you 
all get what you want with such a 
swell group of freshmen. And now 
the bulb has burned out, we will 
be back with a stronger one next 
week.
Welcome Lawrence Students!
May we serve you through the coming school year. Watch and 
jewelry repairing a specialty with us. To those that need gla.<ues 
or broken lenses duplicated, we have a registered optometrist t j  
take care of your needs
EUGENE W A L D
JEWELER and OPTICIAN 
115 E. College Ave.
WATCH
For the Grand Opening 
of the new
Conway
Hote!
Annex
(Formerly the Northern Hotel)
William G. Keller 
Opt. D.
0
Lawrence H. Keller 
Opt. D.
OPTOMETRISTS
121 W. College Ave.
Tel. 2415
Faculty Members Hold 
First Informal Meeting
Monday evening the faculty had 
an informal gathering to welcome 
the new members to the Lawrence 
staff as well as to greet the ones re­
turning. President Barrows com­
mented on the financial condition 
and repairs in the College. Refresh­
ments were a means and an end.
field, Ala.; Pasquale Forni, Lee, 
Mass.; William Hulbert, Everett, 
Wash.; George Ingle, Lynbrook, N. 
Y.; William Lane, Marshall, Tex.; 
John Redd, Phoenix, Ariz.; Fred 
Sanders, Little Rock, Arkansas; 
Willard Schenck, Worden, Mont.; 
!’p  *puB[aA9j3 ‘aiUBqjfl Xuoqiuy 
Lloyd Stevenson, Everett, Wash.
Lawrence Graduate 
Takes Teaching Post
Carl E. Hoffman, of Appleton, 
who received his doctor of ph il­
osophy degree from University of 
Michigan in June, left Wednesday 
with Mrs. Hoffman for Fayette­
ville, Ark., where he will teach at 
University of Arkansas.
Mr. Hoffman was graduated from 
Lawrence college in 1930. He was 
awarded his masters degree from 
th? University of Michigan in IPSt 
and taught at Lawrence from the 
fall of 1932 to the spring of 1935. He 
was an instructor at the University 
of Michigan from the fall of 1935 to 
this last spring.
WELCOME BACK 
TO SCHOOL
Don’t Forget to Browse 
Around at M A R C Y ’S
Marcy’s Book Shop
319 E. College Ave.
Start O n  Even Terms 
with A n y  Other Student
by getting
the Pet\ that Has What It Takes 
to help you rate marks 
that you can write home about
You can SEE the level of ink 
at all times—  
see when to refill— so it 
won’t run dry in classes or tests
Naturally, your Parents want you to 
•tart the new term on a par with any­
one else in your class. That’s why they'll 
want you to back your brains with a 
Pen like the revolutionary new Parker 
Vacumatic.
Its Scratch-proof Point of Platinum 
and 14-K Gold writes like a 
breeze because it’s tipped with 
jewel-smooth Osmiridium, twice 
as costly as ordinary iridium.
And the Parker Vacumatic won’t 
let you down by running dry un­
expectedly in classes or quizzes.
Held to the light it shows the 
ENTIRE ink supply—shows when 
to refill. And it holds such a co­
pious reserve of ink to begin with that 
you need fill it only 3 or 4 times from 
one term to the next.
Go to any good pen counter today 
and try this pedigreed Beauty of lami­
nated Pearl and Jet—a wholly exclusive 
and original Style. And look for the 
smart ARROW clip. This identifies the 
genuine and distinguishes the owner.
The barker Pen Co., Janesville, W»s.
Makers o f Parker Qu ink , the new pen- 
cleaning w riting  ink . 15c, 25c an d  up.
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reek Council 
Modifies Rules
l’crcentage for Rushing 
Quotas Is Increased 
To 85 Percent
Several minor amendments were 
Imade to the 1938-39 rushing rules 
I for men at the first Interfrateinity
I council meeting on Thursday after­
noon, September 15. A proposal for 
support of a pep band for this year 
| was also discussed and approved.
The rushing rules adopted last 
I year were discussed and the times 
| for noon dates clarified and modi 
fied. The percentage of freshmen 
upon which the fraternity quota is 
[ «•omputed also was changed from 80 
percent to 85 percent. (Ed. note: The 
fraternity quota is determined by 
computing one-sixth of 85 per cent 
of the freshman men eligible for 
rushing plus one. Two more men 
may be pledged at the semester.)
The revised rushing rules are as follows:
1. K usliin jr  «h a ll s ta rt on Sun­
day. Septem ber IX. l'J38 at 6:00 
i>. ni. an il sh a ll c Iokj Sunday , Sep­
tem ber 25 a t  'j :00 p. in.
2. The f ir s t  nix date», viz. 
Sunday  e ve iling , Septem ber j# : 
M onday  evenitiK’, September 11»; 
Tuesday noon, Tuesday eve- 
ninK, September 20; Wednesday 
evening, September 21; Thuis- 
«lay evening. September 22. shall 
be compulsory dates, during  
which time each rushee is to have 
ono date at each of the six fra ter­
nities. The arrangem ent of dates 
for these periods shall be in the 
hands of the interm ediary and he 
shall advise each freshman of his 
«ompulsory date schcdulo and each 
fratern ity  of the persons whom 
they w ill entertain at each time.
3. On Friday, September 23, at 
8:00 a. in. the fraternities shall 
place in the hands of the interm e­
diary date blanks designated for 
the men they wish to rush for the 
optional dates, which shall be F r i­
day evening, Saturday noon and 
Saturday evening, September 23 and 
24.
a. The date b lanks shall be 
standard and mimeographed by 
the In te rfra te rn ity  Council.
b. The date b lanks are to be 
returned through the intermediary 
to the fratern ities by 2 p. m. on 
Friday, September 23.
4. a. A ll evening rush ing func­
tions shall be restricted to fra te r­
nity houses. Noon functions are 
restricted to the campus.
b. A ll evening dates shall be 
from  6:00 to 9:00 o’clock, except 
Sunday which shall be from  5:00 to 
5:00 o’clock.
c. Tuesday noon dates shall be 
from  12:00 to 3:00 o'clock, Sa tu r­
day noon from  12:00 to 5:00, and 
Kundy noon from  1:00 to 4:41 
o'clock.
6. On Sunday, September 25, at 
t:00 a. m. bids for preference dntca 
• hall be extended on uniform  
blanks through the intermediary.
а. Acceptance of these bids are 
to be returned by the freshmen to 
the intermediary by 10:00 a. m. 
Sunday.
1». Sunday afternoon and eve­
n ing  dates may be made as one 
date or separately a t the option of 
the rusnee.
б. There shall b« ''truce” from 
9 :00  p. m. un til 6:00 p. m. every 
day during  rush ing week w ith  the 
fo llow ing  exceptions: on Tuesday,
W h a t  H a s
M R S. W ASP
( p o t  A g a i n s t  t h e  
N o b l e  O a k  T r e e ?
We haven’t the foggiest notion. 
But we do know she bores into 
it to deposit her eggs. And the 
indignant oak develops a pro­
tective growth known as a gall, 
from which is obtained the tan­
nin used in Penit, the superior 
new ink by Sanford.
You don’t care a hoot? We 
thought you wouldn’t. But you 
might care to know that Penit 
is a free-flowing, easy-writing, 
trouble-proof . . .  a brilliant, 
sure-fire ink for every make of 
fountain pen. Try it.
3-om. bottle, 15c; 4-ox. bottle w ith  
chamois akin penwiper 25c, at 
your college supply store.
SANFORD’S
« H t
T h e  P e n  -T e n te d  I n k  
J o r  A l l  M a k e a  o f  
F o u n t a in  P e n a
Lee C. Rasey, above, advocated 
education for work rather than
the present trend of education for 
leisure in bis matriculation ad­
dress at the exercises Wednesday 
morning.
September 20, truce shall be from  
9:00 p. m. un til noon and from  3:00
p. m. un til 6:00 p. in.; on Saturday, 
September 24, from  9:00 p. m. until 
noon and from  5:00 p. m. un til 6:00 
p. m.; and on Sunday, September 
25, from  9:00 p. in. un til 1:00 
p. m. and from  4:45 p. m. un til 5:00 
p. in.(The rem ain ing  rules are the 
same as adopted last year.
College Girls Add
To Their Stature, 
Statisticians Say
College girls of the present gener­
ation are not only taller than their 
mothers but apparently have gained 
in height more rapidly than the av­
erage American woman, according 
to life insurance statisticians. The 
average height of girls entering Vas- 
sar increased one and one-half inch­
es over a period of 37 years, that of 
girls entering Stanford, one and 
one-fifth inches in 30 years, and of 
girls enrolled at- Smith, one-half 
inch in 22 years. The 1935 graduat­
ing class of Barnard college wes, on 
the average, slightly more than one- 
half inch taller than the class of 
1925.
These studies of college, women, 
which support the impression that 
the American woman has been 
growing taller, differ from insur­
ance records, which indicate that 
the average height of adult women 
has changed but little in the last 50 
years.
The lack of change in the average 
height is due to the rapid increase 
in the proportion of women of the 
shorter race stocks from southern 
and eastern Europe. This would 
have tended to bring about a de­
crease in the average height, and 
the fact that there has been little if 
any change may be an indication 
that the new generation of Euro­
peans, too, is taller than its par-
P erry  scoops
Life on the Lawrentian news 
front is literally popping with new 
zcaL The general attitude is not so 
much “whither the cultural wind 
bloweth, I shall followeth” as “whi­
ther that blond eye-popper-outer 
goeth, I shall be there." Next in 
the hierarchy of popular phrases is 
“that book will cost me exactly one 
tie, one pair of socks, i  a data, and 
four postage stamps.” Third is
“School can be h--- if you rhink
about it, so why think?” As Con­
fucius would say, “All work and no 
foo gathers no goo.”
* * *One Jack Bodilly of this emin­
ent institution week-ended in 
MarineUe, and was thereupon re­
ported as quoting O. Henry to the 
extend that “to have loved her
w u  a liberal education.” Jack 1« 
one of our best students.
* * *
The lost chord of the campus to 
date is the newborn literary mag­
azine staff. Like homeless puppies 
they rub their noses against Law­
rentian editors’ hands and say "May 
we live with you?” Lawrentian staff 
members are hard boiled eg>(s, so 
the vagabonds say to the Ariel staff, 
“Couldn’t we have a corner nere?" 
Their answer: “Sure, if you buy ua 
some drapes, wash that wall, and 
keep out of our hair.” A pi liable 
picture—a babe in arms, and no 
home. However, since all trtistic 
things come out of a struggle, our 
hopes for the new magazine have 
risen a full ten points. There’ll be 
a boom if they settle on a flag pole.
Miss Ruth McGurk, assistant pro­
fessor of physical education, trav­
eled in the Smoky Mountains and 
golfed near Madison during the 
summer months.
C O A L !  C O K E !  
I C E !
LUTZ ICE CO.
Phone 2 306 N. Superior
Stout fellas, these
—for comfort with distinction, in the com­
ing heavy weather. Patterned after costly 
hand-made outdoor shoes, these handsome 
Crosby Squares are made of sturdy 
leather, on a last that makes walking 
a real pleasure. Buy your pair today.
$5.00
In Men'« Shoes
AIL CROSBY SQUARES ariUNION MAD a
BOHL & M AESER
Quality Shoes 213 No. Appleton St.
Repairing given prompt and careful attention!
GET OUR PRICES ON
USED TEXTBOOKS
Johnston’s Book Store
(Hank. Johnston '29)
Hoop-skirt 
velvet formal
with doll - size waist. . 
romantically feminine 
frock reflecting the Louis 
VIVth period in crush 
resistant velvet . $16.75
Others 
$7.95 fo $29.75
Many with strapless 
bodices, hoop skirts and 
crinoline petticoats.
S a t i n s ,  Taffetas, 
Moires and Velvets.
Evening Wraps 
$16.50 ond up
GRACE’S APPAREL SHOP
104 No. Oneida St.
W E L C O M E  
N EW  STUDENTS!
G R E E T I N G S  
OLD  FRIENDS!
V O I G T ' S
DRUG STORE
fe a tu r e d  a t
. .....
Don’t Miss The Danway!
Here's the FaU’s newest, most popular hat! . . . 
far above its pricc in quality, style and wear­
ability. Low, wide and handsome . . .  it flatters 
the face anyway you wear it . . . just the 
thing for football games and all ’round wear.
O T T O  J E N S S
107 E. College Ave.
P»f« Twilw T H I  L A W R I N T I A H  Stpltmfctr IS , 1931
MODERN DRY CLEANERS
222 E. College Ave. Phone 88
____ BETTER DRY CLEANING______
Gladly Delivered to Your Residential Unit
SUITS, COATS and $-| 00
PLAIN DRESSES . . . . . . .  1
BETTER DRY CLEANING AT THE MODERN 
Same Building as the East End Postal Station
Z IP
Put More ZIP in your classes with
Zipper Notebooks and Carrying Cases
Paper for all size notebooks
Sheaffer and Eversharp 
Fountain Pens and Pencils
Underwood 
Portable Typewriters
v \ .
?  I \v.
a ■* ■
.
m
Sylvester & Nielsen, Inc*
209 E. College Ave. We Close Saturday At Noon
Ii ,
T
